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REPORT FROM HPV BOARD CHAIR
AND CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
In an extraordinary 12 months, Health Purchasing
Victoria (HPV) delivered $122 million in benefits,
30 per cent above our planned target, and over
$1.16 billion in value under contract. We also played an
important role in the Victorian Government’s COVID-19
pandemic response, securing about $1 billion in
essential personal protective equipment (PPE) and
life-saving equipment to help ensure our health
system’s readiness for the crisis.
Working with the Department of Health and Human
Services (DHHS), HPV sourced unprecedented volumes
of masks, gloves, gowns and eye protection as well as
ventilators for Victoria’s public health services, delivering
goods into the State Supply Chain (SSC). Over time, this
range of items grew to include hand hygiene and other
disinfectants, medicines and equipment.
Shortages of raw materials exacerbated by other
countries’ political decisions contributed to a challenging
purchasing environment not seen since wartime in which
HPV had to secure limited PPE supplies.
In response, HPV adopted an agile approach to secure
required items and deliver best-value healthcare
outcomes in a changing market dynamic with:
• Strong collaboration with DHHS and quick decisionmaking informed by HPV’s procurement and supply
chain management experience delivered more than
3,500 tonnes of goods safely into the SSC on
96 separate chartered flights and 212 sea containers.
• HPV’s clinical advisory team assessing each item and
working with the Therapeutic Goods Administration
(TGA), Safer Care Victoria and DHHS to ensure their
suitability for use and compliance with relevant quality
standards.
• A comprehensive online Product Information Library
of unfamiliar items and hosting weekly regional and
fortnightly state-wide meetings with the health sector
to support appropriate use of products in a clinical
setting.
• A cross-functional initiative to establish a COVID-19
Health Services Pharmaceutical Reference Group
involving participants from across Victoria’s health
system has further underpinned Victoria’s response,
providing strategic advice and sector leadership on
essential medicine supply shortages.
• An emergency food strategy was implemented to
provide emergency frozen meals to health services,
aged care facilities and other community services.
To date, more than 94,000 frozen meals have been
delivered to four food banks across the state, ready
to support the sector.

HPV was also able to expand business-as-usual
activities to increase customer engagement in 2019-20
despite being isolated from health services by:
• Conducting close to 5,000 individual engagements
with health services, including more than 900 faceto-face meetings, 700 teleconference calls and
3,000 emails to exceed our targets.
• Completing seven health service-based efficiency
projects including a warehouse project at Peninsula
Health, a compliance self-attestation process
automation for Parkville Precinct hospitals, and
establishing a clinical products review working group
in the Hume region to help health services identify
common products across the region.
During 2019-20, HPV made significant progress in
improving the integrity and availability of the
information used to drive supply chain decisions
focusing on projects to improve data quality:
• Cleansing 3.9 million rows of sales data in the
12 months to 30 June, well above the target of
3.5 million rows, which means the data can be used
to inform strategic decision-making for greenfield
and brownfield sourcing events.
• Securing cross-jurisdictional support to use
the National Product Catalogue as the product
data source, having worked collaboratively with
Queensland Health, Northern Territory Health and the
TGA on product descriptions and using the Common
Catalogue as a master data management tool.
• Accelerating the Common Catalogue project,
by interacting with 21 health services towards
implementation following the completion of technical
development and the initial pilot roll-out.
• Accessing state-wide data on stock levels,
usage and orders through an automated solution
that captures health service stock availability and
provides early warning of medicine shortages.
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REPORT FROM HPV BOARD CHAIR
AND CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

HPV continues to refine our approach to support
procurement and probity practice improvement
through tailored assistance to health services. While
the requirement for Victoria’s public health services
to submit formal compliance reporting for the current
financial year was deferred due to the COVID-19
pandemic, HPV has supported ongoing improvement
in this area in other ways:
• Played a leadership role in guiding health services on
reducing their modern slavery risk across their supply
chains, as required under the Modern Slavery Act.
• Completed a probity procedure review and released
an e-Learning probity course tailored to health
service Board and Executive members.
• Delivered training to 100 staff across 35 health
services including on probity, HPV contracts and
social procurement.
To enhance capability and capacity, HPV has
consolidated successful internal programs to further
embed our organisational principles of customer focus,
collaboration, confidence, simplicity and responsibility, by:
• Maintaining a strong focus on employee engagement
throughout our COVID-19 response and organisational
lockdown, with regular communication, wellbeing
support and assistance in effective work from home
and return to office planning.
• Rolling out the ‘Speak Up’ program as the successful
follow-on from our Giving Voice to Values program.
Speak Up has been in place for just over 12 months
and discussion topics on change management,
pandemic communication and discrimination
have helped our employees to speak up, give
respectful feedback to colleagues, and improve
our organisational culture.
• Focusing on diversity and inclusion through the
development of a new framework and accessibility
action plan. This year has seen the installation of
new automatic opening doors, and training on
mental health first aid, accessibility, and diversity
and workplace respect.
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Our partnership with Victoria’s public health services
and support from suppliers is fundamental to our
achievements. We are especially grateful to the dedicated
experts who have contributed their valuable experience
to HPV’s reference groups over the past 12 months.
We acknowledge the support and commitment of our key
stakeholders, led by the Minister for Health and Minister
for Ambulance Services, together with DHHS, government
and health sector agencies and stakeholders.
We thank HPV’s Board and Committee members for
overseeing HPV’s unprecedented task to successfully
procure essential PPE supplies in response to the
COVID-19 pandemic. Thanks also to our employees,
whose exceptional dedication and sheer volume of work
achieved have been instrumental to our progress in
advancing safe, affordable and sustainable healthcare.
This report celebrates HPV’s successes and milestones
in an extraordinary year, and acknowledges our
significant achievements.

2019-20 BENEFITS ACHIEVED FOR VICTORIA’S PUBLIC HEALTH SECTOR
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Cost avoidance

HPV CUSTOMER ENGAGEMENT
Despite COVID-19 pandemic restrictions, HPV
continued to increase customer engagement with
more than 3,000 activities undertaken with health
service customers, including 500 teleconference calls.
Reflecting an agile approach to collective procurement
to maximise outcomes, HPV operationalised an
emergency food strategy within three weeks to deliver
94,000 meals to the state’s food banks in support of the
COVID-19 response.
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In 2019-20 HPV recorded a 6.84 per cent return
on investment.
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In a remarkable 12 months, HPV continues
to deliver best-value healthcare outcomes,
securing $122 million in benefits at 30 June 2020
– 30 per cent higher than targeted – and $1.16 billion
in value under contract, exceeding our target of
$1.14 billion.

FINANCIAL BENEFITS ACHIEVED
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HPV COLLECTIVE AGREEMENT COMPLIANCE
HPV supports a continuous improvement approach to compliance in line with our goal to support procurement
and probity practice improvement.
In addition to updating our probity procedure and releasing further probity e-Learning, in 2019-20 HPV laid the
strategic foundation for our governance framework, adopting a risk-based approach to combating modern slavery
in health service supply chains.
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REPORT FROM HPV BOARD CHAIR
AND CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

HPV DATA ACCURACY
AND AVAILABILITY

NATIONAL PRODUCT CATALOGUE
DATA ACCURACY

HPV has continued to improve the integrity
and availability of the information used to drive
supply chain decisions by continuing to improve
the accuracy of unique National Product Catalogue
product data feeding into the Common Catalogue.
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To enhance capacity and capability, HPV continues
to focus on health service participation in our
reference groups in 2019-20, building on the increased
engagement over the last three years. Greater expert
and clinical input into our sourcing evaluation and
assessment helps to drive best-value outcomes.
The COVID-19 pandemic response significantly
hampered the sector’s ability to participate in HPV
processes in the second half of 2019-20.
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2019-20 AT A GLANCE
During 2019-20, HPV supported health services with six collective procurement opportunities to drive best-value
outcomes.
New shared laundry and linen services in place for
11 health services, reducing costs and increasing efficiency.
HPV led a fire protection
tender and electricity demand
response program to enhance
hospital safety and energy
consumption measures.

A multi-function medical device
collective managed by West
Gippsland Health Group with
Central Gippsland Health Service
to support improved sustainability
and better patient outcomes.

Loddon Mallee

New fresh food tenders for
two local health services.

Grampians

Hume

Metro

Gippsland

Barwon-South West
Conducting a new pathology
services tender for three health
services to support local
collaboration and employment.
Implementing an intra-ocular lenses project in partnership with the
Royal Victorian Eye and Ear Hospital to improve patient outcomes.
State-wide: DHHS-HPV project to build reserve stocks
and improve health service access to critical medicines.

RESPONSIBLE BODIES DECLARATION
In accordance with the Financial Management Act 1994, we are pleased to present HPV’s report of operations
for the year ending 30 June 2020.

Lance Wallace
HPV Board Chair

Elaine Ko
HPV Chief Executive Officer

Melbourne
20 August 2020

Melbourne
20 August 2020
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ABOUT HPV
ESTABLISHMENT

OUR STRATEGIC GOALS

HPV was established in 2001 and is an independent
public entity under Section 129 of the Health Services
Act 1988. HPV is responsible to the Minister for Health
and works closely with DHHS.

HPV’s business plan continues to focus on the following
key strategic goals:
• Deliver best-value healthcare outcomes.
• Increase customer engagement.
• Support procurement and probity practice
improvement.
• Improve the integrity and availability of information
used to drive supply chain decisions.
• Enhance capacity and capability.

During 2019-20, the Hon. Jenny Mikakos MP was the
MInister for Health and Human Services and Minister for
Ambulance Services.
HPV’s purpose is to improve the collective purchasing
power of Victorian public health services and hospitals
by achieving ‘best value’ outcomes in the procurement
of health-related goods, services and equipment.
HPV works closely with health services to achieve
high-performing health supply chains.

OUR FUNCTIONS
HPV works in partnership:
• With Victoria’s public hospitals and health services
to understand their requirements, facilitate largescale collective tenders and manage common-use
contracts on behalf of the state.
Our policies aim to:
• Guide strong governance and foster fair and
equitable procurement practices, increasing valuefor-money outcomes and supporting health services
to understand and meet these requirements.
HPV applies and/or implements relevant Victorian
and Commonwealth Government policies and codes,
including:
• Victorian Industry Participation Policy
• Supplier Code of Conduct
• Local Jobs First
• Buying for Victoria
• Social Procurement Framework
• Absolutely everyone: state disability plan
• DHHS’ Disability Employment Strategy 2018-2020
• People Matter Survey
• Code of Conduct for Victorian Public Sector
Employees issued by the Victorian Public Sector
Commission
• Victorian Charter of Human Rights and
Responsibilities Act 2006
• Commonwealth Modern Slavery Act 2018
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OUR VALUES
HPV’s growth is guided by the following values:

WE ARE CUSTOMER-FOCUSED
We focus on customer and patient outcomes.

WE KEEP IT SIMPLE
We strive for efficient and effective ways to
achieve our goals.

WE ARE COLLABORATIVE
We work as a team toward common goals.

WE TAKE RESPONSIBILITY
We challenge the status quo.
We are responsible for our behaviours,
actions and results.

WE INSPIRE CONFIDENCE
We do the right thing.
We are open, honest and trustworthy.

GOVERNANCE
BOARD MEMBERS
The Governor in Council, on the advice of the Minister
for Health, appoints the Board of HPV.

Minister
for Health

The Board reflects a mix of skills and experience with
strong representation by health service executives.

HPV
Board

HPV Board composition during 2019-20 was as follows:

MR LANCE WALLACE
Board Chair, Chair of Board Executive Committee
Dip Business, CPA and Public Service Medal

Lance Wallace was appointed as Chair of the HPV Board
in July 2019.
Lance is a Certified Practising Accountant and has
held a number of senior positions in the Victorian State
Government including Chief Financial Officer, Deputy
Secretary Corporate Services and Deputy Secretary
Health Service Performance and Programs (the Victoria
public hospitals systems manager).
Lance was awarded a Public Service Medal for his
contribution to public service in Victoria in 2011.
Lance has also chaired the DHHS accredited purchasing
unit, is a former member of the Victorian Government
Purchasing Board and has recently been appointed to
the Board of Eastern Health.

MS ANNA BURGESS
BSc (Hons), Grad Dip Health Services Management,
Grad Dip Economics and Health Policy, FACHSM, FIPAA (Vic)

Anna Burgess was appointed to the HPV Board in
July 2014. Anna is currently Executive Director Strategy
and Planning at Barwon Health.
Anna has 30 years’ experience in the health system,
including executive roles at the DHHS.

DR ROBYN MASON
Chair of Procurement Committee
MBBS, M.Admin, FRACMA, FAICD

Appointed to the HPV Board in August 2011, Dr Robyn
Mason has an extensive background in health service
management and has held senior leadership positions
in the public and private sectors, including roles as
Secretary-General of the Australian Medical Association
(AMA) and CEO of AMA Victoria. Robyn is also a Sessional
Member of VCAT, a former Chair of the Victorian Doctors’
Health Program and director of the Melbourne Primary
Care Network.
Robyn has a degree in Medicine, a Master of Business
Administration and Fellowships of the Royal Australasian

Finance, Audit
and Risk
Management
Committee

Procurement
Committee
Chief
Executive

College of Medical Administrators and the Australian
Institute of Company Directors.

MR PAUL SLAPE
Appointed to the HPV Board in September 2015, Paul
Slape has a strong industrial relations background and
was National Secretary of the Australian Services Union
for 15 years. During that time he was a member of the
ACTU Executive and a member of the Geneva-based
Public Services International representing the Oceania
Region. He has served on the Board of the Royal
Women’s Hospital and was Chairman of the Victoria
Grants Commission. Prior to that he was a Board
Member and then President of the Local Authorities
Superannuation Board (now Vision Super).

MR GEOFF SWIER
MCom (Econ)

Geoff Swier was appointed to HPV’s Board in July 2014.
Geoff is an experienced economic consultant and company
director, and has extensive experience in the electricity,
gas, water and transport industries. He also has
experience in health sector reform.
Currently Geoff is a Director of Trustpower and Tilt
Renewables.
Previously Geoff was Policy Director of the National
Interim Provider Board established by the New Zealand
Government in 1992 to oversee reform of the New
Zealand public hospital system. Other previous roles
include member of the Australian Energy Regulator,
director of VENCorp, and as economic adviser to the
New Zealand Minister of State-Owned Enterprises (1990)
and the New Zealand Minister of Finance (1984-87).
2019-20 Annual Report
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GOVERNANCE

MR CHRIS BARRETT

MS MARGARET BEATTIE

B. Lab St., FAICD

BA, LLB

Chris Barrett was appointed to HPV’s Board in July 2017.
Chris is an experienced company director with board
experience on superannuation funds and a range of public
sector boards in Queensland. This includes extensive
director experience on audit and risk, insurance claims,
investment committees and TAFE regulatory authorities.

Margaret Beattie was appointed to HPV’s Board in
November 2018. Margaret is an experienced Board
member, Committee member and chair with in-depth
commercial, governance and legal experience across
high profile ASX-listed and private entities, global
services corporations and not for profit enterprises. She
also brings proven experience as a senior executive and
consultant with major companies including Tabcorp,
BHP, Telstra, carsales.com and Hewlett-Packard and
has held company secretary roles in several ASX-listed
entities. Margaret is an experienced panel reviewer for
selected Victorian and NSW Government high risk/
high value IT and infrastructure projects and a Senior
Associate with the independent technology sourcing
specialists Hamilton Shaw Consulting.

Chris has senior level experience in finance sector product
management including product development and
procurement frameworks. Corporate and public affairs
have been a key focus in recent roles. Chris’s experience
also includes a long career in industrial relations.

MR TERRY WELCH
BAppSc, MBA, GAICD

Terry Welch was appointed to the HPV Board in May 2017.
Terry is a Registered Nurse with over 25 years’ health
service experience including extensive Emergency
Nursing experience.
Terry commenced as the Maryborough District Health
Service (MDHS) Chief Executive Officer Jan 2015. MDHS
was a finalist in the Premiers – Medium Health Service
of the Year 2019. Terry was runner-up in the prestigious
runner up AHW CEO of the year in 2018.
Previous roles have included CEO of Yarrawonga Health
2010-15 which won Rural Health Service of the year
in 2014. Terry holds a Bachelor of Applied Science –
Nursing, a Masters of Business Administration, AICD
Company Directors (GAICD).

MS KATE O’SULLIVAN
BDes and Plan (Hons)

Kate O’Sullivan was appointed to the HPV Board in July
2018. Kate is currently Executive Director Infrastructure
Policy and Assurance in the Commercial Division of the
Victorian Department of Treasury and Finance.
Kate has 20 years’ experience in public policy and
procurement at both Commonwealth and State
Government levels, having held a variety of key roles in the
Victorian Department of Treasury and Finance and the
Commonwealth Department of Finance and Administration.
Kate brings to the HPV Board significant experience
overseeing tender processes and ensuring compliance
with procurement policies, together with a strong
understanding of the commercial principles underpinning
contract risk allocation and performance monitoring.
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Margaret currently also serves as a Non-Executive
Director of the Spinal Research Institute (an affiliate of
Melbourne’s Austin Hospital) and Circus Oz, one of
Australia’s best loved major performing arts organisations.

MS JANE HIDER
BA, LLM, MAICD

Jane has over 20 years of experience in construction and
projects, government advisory and procurement. Jane
advises on government capital works projects, renewable
energy and commercial development. She also advises
on procurement, supply chains and tendering and has
assisted organisations with investigations into tender
processes and project delivery.
Jane lectures at Melbourne University’s Construction
Law (undergraduate and masters) program on the topic
of Negotiating Construction Contracts. She has been
recognised in Best Lawyers Australia, Doyles’ Guide,
Legal 500, Who’s Who Australia and Euromoney Expert
Guides in the areas of Construction and Energy.
Jane also sits on the Board of Corrs Chambers Westgarth.

BOARD SUB-COMMITTEES

PROFESSOR ANDREW WAY AM
RN, BSc (Hons), MBA, FAICD, FCHSM

Professor Andrew Way was appointed to the Health
Purchasing Victoria Board in February 2020. Andrew is
currently Alfred Health’s Chief Executive and the Health
Service CEO nominee to the HPV Board.

The following Committees provided advice to the HPV
Board during 2019-20:

BOARD EXECUTIVE
Chair: Mr Lance Wallace (HPV Board Chair)

Andrew’s focus at Alfred Health is on improving access,
ensuring high quality, safe services with low mortality
within a strong financial framework and research
supportive environment. Andrew led the development
of Victoria’s first Academic Health Science Centre –
Monash Partners, now an accredited NHMRC Advanced
Health and Research Translation Centre. He was
appointed as an Adjunct Clinical Professor in the School
of Public Health and Preventative Medicine, Faculty
of Medicine Nursing and Health Sciences, Monash
University in 2015.

Members: Ms Margaret Beattie, Ms Anna Burgess,
Dr Robyn Mason, Mr Geoff Swier

Andrew is Director of a number of Australian and
oversees businesses and organisations in the health
field and sits in an advisory capacity on several Victorian
Government advisory committees.

Ex Officio: Mr Lance Wallace (HPV Board Chair)

In the 2019 Australia Day Honours, Andrew was awarded
an Order of Australia (AM) for his contribution to clinical
research in an administrative capacity.

BOARD ATTENDANCE 2018-19
There were 11 HPV Board meetings held between
1 July 2019 and 30 June 2020.

The Board Executive facilitates Board operational
effectiveness and efficiency for items that may require
urgent attention – usually between regular Board meetings
– and is responsible for executive remuneration.

FINANCE, AUDIT AND RISK MANAGEMENT
COMMITTEE
Chair: Ms Margaret Beattie (HPV Board member)
Members: Mr Chris Barrett (HPV Board member),
Ms Maria Di Gregorio (independent), Mr Peter Doughty
(independent), Ms Bronwyn Malignaggi (independent),
Mr John Sutherland (independent)
The Finance, Audit and Risk Management Committee
(FARMC) advises the Board in key areas of governance,
policy, risk and financial management. The FARMC
ensures that accurate, timely and relevant reports are
produced on HPV’s compliance requirements. It advises
the Board on matters relating to financial strategies and
the internal audit function, and also oversees the risk
management framework and effectiveness of internal
control systems in maintaining legislative compliance.

NUMBER OF
MEETINGS
ELIGIBLE TO
ATTEND

NUMBER
ATTENDED

Mr Lance Wallace PSM
(Chair)

11

11

Mr Chris Barrett

11

9

Ex Officio: Mr Lance Wallace (HPV Board Chair)

Ms Margaret Beattie

11

10

Professor Richard Bittar

3

0

Ms Anna Burgess

11

11

Members: Ms Kim Bennetts, Mr Mark Berryman,
Ms Anna Burgess, Mr Marcus Kim, Mr David Ray,
Mr Neil Sigamoney, Mr Paul Slape, Mr Geoff Swier,
Mr Ray van Kuyk, Ms Kim Wheeler

BOARD MEMBER

Ms Jane Hider

9

7

Dr Robyn Mason

11

11

Ms Kate O’Sullivan

11

10

Mr Paul Slape

11

11

Mr Geoff Swier

11

11

Professor Andrew Way AM

5

4

Mr Terry Welch

11
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PROCUREMENT COMMITTEE
Chair: Dr Robyn Mason (HPV Board member)

The Procurement Committee (PC) advises the Board
on achieving its fiduciary duty through the execution
of the sourcing program while maintaining appropriate
segregation of powers. The PC provides independent
review and makes recommendations to the Board
regarding HPV’s sourcing activities and category
management program.

2019-20 Annual Report
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STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES
PERFORMANCE SUMMARY
The following summary aligns with the Statement of Priorities between HPV and the Minister for Health and provides
an overview of the strategic deliverables achieved in 2019-20.
2019-20 DELIVERABLES

KEY ACHIEVEMENTS

Strategic Objective 1: Deliver best value healthcare outcomes
Achieve benefits from HPV agreements:
• Achieve financial benefits of $94 million* from
HPV agreements.
• Grow collective agreements to $1.14 billion of
annual health service expenditure (excluding
electricity and gas contracts).

Achieved.
HPV has achieved financial benefits of $122 million and
collective agreements of $1.16 billion at 30 June 2020.

* Incorporating cost reduction, cost avoidance and further
opportunities (excludes interpreter services transitioning to
a State Purchasing Contract).

Implement the three-year strategic procurement roadmap to extend value-add beyond HPV collective
sourcing:
• Support delivery of five cluster or collective
sourcing projects to support rural and regional
collaborations that encourage opportunities for
local content and employment.

Achieved.
HPV completed five solar projects in 2019-20, comprising
43 individual installations in the Loddon Mallee, Hume and
Grampians regions. Despite the COVID-19 pandemic, work
continues across the regions to support cluster and collective
procurement activities.

• Conduct supplier relationship management
meetings with Tier 1 suppliers (strategic and/
or critical to the health care supply chain) to
investigate additional value to be delivered.

Achieved.
HPV has engaged with all Tier 1 and Tier 2 suppliers, including
15 out of 32 pharmaceutical suppliers following the conclusion
of the Pharmaceutical Products and IV Fluids tender.

• Improve information-sharing with health
Achieved.
services regarding strategic planning, operational HPV mobilised employees in responding to the COVID-19 crisis,
contract transitions and management.
creating the HPV Product Information Library and a series of
FAQs for more than 500 PPE products.
HPV also conducted strategic meetings with metropolitan
procurement directors, and led regular state-wide and
regional meetings as the primary source of COVID-19
related procurement updates for health services. Internally,
the Customer Engagement team has developed a ‘ways
of working’ approach to ensure clear communication and
collaboration within HPV.
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2019-20 DELIVERABLES

KEY ACHIEVEMENTS

Strategic Objective 1: Deliver best value healthcare outcomes
Implement the five-year clinical engagement roadmap to demonstrate how HPV can derive value from
existing contracts to reduce variation and increase the safety and quality of patient care:
• Undertake clinical engagement with three
regional health service or government agency
clinicians. Identify and prioritise three initiatives
in 2019-20.

Achieved.
HPV’s clinical engagement with the DHHS, Safer Care Victoria,
the PPE taskforce, health services and other government
departments has been heightened during COVID-19.
HPV has worked to ensure that only appropriate products are
procured by participating in groups providing guidance on clinical
decision-making and checking that clinical advisors have
approved all products listed in HPV’s Product Information
Library.
HPV engaged with Safer Care Victoria on planned updates
to the ISO 80369-6 standard for safer neuraxial connector
practice, informing them of our intention to run health service
trials and a state-wide tender when sufficient suppliers and
products become available in Australia.
HPV’s heel wound trial using prophylactic wound care
products at Northern Health aimed to reduce pressure injuries
by 50 per cent. While results showed no significant improvement
in pressure injuries, the process highlighted opportunities to
improve existing processes and staff education.
Regional visits to Gippsland and Hume involving engagement
and discussions with nursing clinicians have successfully
promoted reference group participation and highlighted the
HPV support available from our clinical advisory and customer
engagement teams.

2019-20 Annual Report
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STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES PERFORMANCE SUMMARY

2019-20 DELIVERABLES

KEY ACHIEVEMENTS

Strategic Objective 2: Increase customer engagement
Enhance stakeholder relationships:
• 100 per cent of health services engaged
bi-monthly.
• Maintain a minimum of 75 per cent overall
satisfaction of stakeholder engagement
through the HPV Customer Survey.
• Identify and support health services in at
least five health service-based efficiency
projects to add value.

Partially achieved.
All health services have been engaged. HPV held 907 face-toface meetings with health service stakeholders across Victoria
in 2019-20.
The HPV Customer Survey has been postponed to next
financial year due to COVID-19 and HPV has been unable
to assess overall satisfaction as a result.
HPV has completed seven projects in 2019-20, including:
• A warehouse efficiency project at Peninsula Health.
• Developing an automated process to assist the Royal
Children’s Hospital in providing blanket purchase agreement
usage data to Melbourne Health.
• Developing an automated process for Melbourne Health
to produce compliance self-attestation data for all shared
service partners.
• Implementing the Bravo procurement platform at Eastern
Health.
• Developing a standard contract checklist for Grampians
health services using Bravo.
• Supporting Gippsland health services in identifying best
practice catering ordering processes.
• Supporting a clinical products review working group in the
Hume region to identify common products used in the area
and increase product sharing between health services.

Maintain response time for health service queries:
• 85 per cent of urgent queries closed within
three business days.
• 85 per cent of complex queries closed within
15 business days.

Achieved.
At 30 June 2020, HPV successfully closed 90 per cent of
urgent customer queries and 85 per cent of complex queries
within the target timeframes.

Strategic Objective 3: Support procurement and probity practice improvement
Deliver procurement training to metropolitan and regional health services:
• Deliver 12 health service-based face-to-face
training sessions.

12
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Achieved.
HPV delivered 36 training sessions across the state for
82 health service employees covering probity, HPV’s
e-procurement platform Bravo, Health Services Spend Data
and Analysis (HeSSDA), the Victorian Product Catalogue
System and social procurement.

2019-20 DELIVERABLES

KEY ACHIEVEMENTS

Strategic Objective 3: Support procurement and probity practice improvement
Maximise health service compliance with the five Health Purchasing Policies (HPPs):
• 90 per cent of mandated health services
compliant with HPPs.

Unable to be assessed.
HPV has not been able to assess health service compliance
with HPPs due to the 31 December 2020 extension provided
for health services reporting in response to the COVID-19
pandemic.
HPV continues to provide advice to mandated health services
on the impact of the pandemic and compliance reporting
requirements.
Mandated health services have been requested to submit
a supplementary report outlining their critical incident
procurement to complement the annual self-assessment
submission for 2019-20. This report addresses a gap in
reporting arising from COVID-19.

Maximise health service compliance with the HPV collective agreements:
• 95 per cent of health services that are using
HPV collective agreements are compliant.

Unable to be assessed.
HPV has not been able to assess compliance with HPV
collective agreements due to the 31 December 2020 extension
provided for health services reporting in response to the
COVID-19 pandemic.
HPV continues to engage with health services on compliance
at Chief Procurement Officer steering committee meetings
across the regions.
Mandated health services have been requested to submit
a supplementary report outlining their critical incident
procurement to complement the annual self-assessment
submission for 2019-20. This report addresses a gap in
reporting arising from COVID-19.

Strategic Objective 4: Improve the integrity and availability of the information used to drive supply chain decisions
Implement the Common Catalogue:
• Implement the Common Catalogue across
20 health services by 30 June 2020.

Not achieved.
The COVID-19 pandemic has impacted health services’ ability
to engage in Common Catalogue deployment activities and so
the expected number of health services at which the Common
Catalogue was to be implemented will not be achieved in 2019-20.
HPV was able to develop and test critical modifications to the
Common Catalogue, with minor enhancements scheduled.

Support the effective roll-out of e-procurement platform Bravo to health services:
• Conduct two user group meetings to share
learnings across health services implementing
the Bravo e-procurement platform.

Achieved.
HPV conducted two user group sessions in November 2019
and April 2020 to share Bravo implementation learnings.

2019-20 Annual Report
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STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES PERFORMANCE SUMMARY

2019-20 DELIVERABLES

KEY ACHIEVEMENTS

Strategic Objective 5: Enhance capability and capacity
Operationalise the Victorian Government’s Social Procurement Framework:
• Promote the following four objectives from
the Social Procurement Framework in HPV
procurement activities:
» Women’s equality and safety
» Supporting safe and fair workplaces
» Environmentally sustainable outputs
» Environmentally sustainable business
practices

Partially achieved.
With the suspension of most procurement activities to make
way for the health sector’s pandemic response, HPV has
progressed a number of social procurement activities:
• The HPV Sterilisation Consumables contract progressed
to finalisation, with social value in ‘women’s equality and
safety’ sought from suppliers.
• The Catering contract extension sought social value
in ‘women’s equality and safety’ and ‘safe and fair
workplaces’.
HPV provided a stand-alone social procurement
implementation toolkit to the Department of Treasury and
Finance for review.
HPV also submitted recommendations based on the
application and learnings from incorporating women’s equality
and safety in selected tenders to inform Department of Premier
and Cabinet-led gender ethical procurement reforms.

• Continue to roll out the training and education
framework to assist health services in
implementing the Victorian Government’s
Social Procurement Framework.

Achieved.
In 2019-20, HPV has continued to implement our training and
education framework, including by reviewing the HPV social
procurement training course on our e-Learning management
system and providing recommendations to the Department
of Treasury and Finance. These recommendations aim to
strengthen opportunity analysis for health services based on a
regional social procurement approach.
In addition, HPV continues our focus on building the capability
of our customer engagement team to improve the strategic
support provided to health services in incorporating feedback
from the Department of Treasury and Finance in their plans.
HPV has also endorsed social procurement content in the
tender and contact management template to enhance the
Hume region procurement documentation suite.
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2019-20 DELIVERABLES

KEY ACHIEVEMENTS

Specific 2019-20 priorities
Environmental sustainability:
Actively contribute to the development of the Victorian Government’s policy to be net zero carbon by 2050
and improve environmental sustainability by identifying and implementing projects, including workforce
education, to reduce material environmental impacts with particular consideration of procurement and
waste management, and publicly reporting environmental performance data, including measurable targets
related to reduction of clinical, sharps and landfill waste, water and energy use and improved recycling.
• Maintain reporting to the Environmental
Data Management System relating to waste,
natural gas, electricity, office paper use,
nitrous oxide and solar.

Achieved.
HPV continues to maintain reporting for the Environmental Data
Management System. Reporting is up-to-date for the current
period aside from information relating to waste and natural gas
due to a delay in receiving data.

• Scope and commence trials at health services
to investigate the viability of organic (food)
waste services.

Partially achieved.
HPV has conducted liaison meetings with a preferred supplier
and each of the three hospital sites selected to collaborate on
trials of a food waste collection service.

• Roll out workforce education on the use,
cost and greenhouse gas emissions impact
of various anaesthetic gases based on
current data analysis.

Not achieved.
Activity on rolling out workforce education on the use, cost
and greenhouse gas emissions impact of anaesthetic gases
was delayed in 2019-20 pending completion of a major
pharmaceutical tender, and then further as a result of the
COVID-19 pandemic response.
This work will resume in 2020-21.

• Review the Sustainability Victoria research
Not achieved.
report Waste in Health, and provide a response HPV has rescheduled the delivery of review recommendations
on recommendations relevant to HPV’s
to 2020-21 as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic.
functions.
• Conduct collaborative health service
workshops to share learnings and ideas
on incorporating the objective of
environmentally-sustainable project
outcomes into procurement activity.

Not achieved.
HPV developed a detailed project scope for workshops during
2019-20 and content development has progressed.
Due to COVID-19 HPV will rephase delivery of this activity to
2020-21.

Supporting the mental health system:
Improve service access to mental health treatment Partially achieved.
to address the physical and mental health needs
HPV hosted an RU OK? Day information session for all employees
of consumers.
on 12 September 2019, and delivered a two-day Mental Health
First Aid course to 14 employees in November 2019.
• Support a more inclusive and diverse
workplace through organisational initiatives:
» Roll out mental health first aid training
for all HPV employees.

Further mental health awareness sessions for HPV managers
were postponed due to the COVID-19 pandemic as employees
entered a period of remote working.
During the pandemic lockdown, HPV supported senior
managers through regular check-ins, the Speak Up program
covering communication during a pandemic and by promoting
the Employee Assistance Program in regular team updates.

2019-20 Annual Report
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STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES PERFORMANCE SUMMARY

2019-20 DELIVERABLES

KEY ACHIEVEMENTS

Specific 2019-20 priorities
Addressing occupational violence:
Foster an organisation-wide occupational health
and safety risk management approach with a
focus on prevention and improved reporting and
consultation. An approach supported by the
implementation of the DHHS’s security training
principles to address identified security risks.
• Roll out training for all HPV employees that
covers understanding of occupational violence
and strategies in how to respond to threats
including of:
» Violence, verbal abuse and technologicalbased violence.

Achieved.
HPV introduced a seven-week ethical leadership skills initiative
aimed at raising awareness of inappropriate behaviours and to
give employees the tools to speak up and address situations as
they arise.
All future new starters participate in this program as part
of their induction to HPV. The follow-on from this program
is HPV’s Speak Up cultural change program involving
small group sessions covering topics on how to respond
to challenging situations and inappropriate behaviours
including occupational violence.

Addressing bullying and harassment:
Actively promote positive workplace behaviours,
encourage reporting and action on all reports
by supporting the implementation of the DHHS
Framework for promoting a positive workplace
culture: preventing bullying, harassment and
discrimination and Workplace culture and bullying,
harassment and discrimination training: guiding
principles for Victorian health services.
• HPV has a zero tolerance to bullying.
» Continue to support organisational
initiatives to minimise bullying, e.g. tailored
training and education throughout the
employee life cycle.
» Continue HPV’s Speak Up program
with ongoing monthly group discussions
also providing support for gender-based
harassment and avenues to address
discrimination.
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Achieved.
HPV’s Speak Up cultural change program covers topics such
as how to respond to challenging situations and inappropriate
behaviours including bullying and harassment.
Diversity and workplace respect training was undertaken in
March 2020 for new employees.
HPV has established a cross-functional Ethical Leadership
Committee group to ensure initiatives such as tailored training
and education activities continue to be implemented across
the organisation.
HPV monitors progress in this area through regular quarterly
‘temperature check’ employee surveys and incorporates this
feedback into activities.

2019-20 DELIVERABLES

KEY ACHIEVEMENTS

Specific 2019-20 priorities
Supporting Aboriginal cultural safety:
Improve the health outcomes of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people by establishing culturally safe
practices across all parts of the organisation to recognise and respect Aboriginal culture and deliver services
that meet the needs, expectations and rights of Aboriginal patients, their families and Aboriginal staff.
• Support a more inclusive and diverse
workplace through organisational initiatives:
» Undertake Aboriginal cultural competence
training to inform an appropriate program
for HPV employees.

Partially Achieved.
HPV has reviewed resources from the Victorian Public Service
Commission’s Aboriginal Cultural Capability toolkit and this
information is now available to HPV employees.
HPV was scheduled to participate in a Barring Djinang
Aboriginal staff network meeting organised by the VPSC
Aboriginal Employment Unit, however, due to COVID-19 this
was postponed.
HPV has engaged a provider for Aboriginal cultural awareness
training, with a plan to be developed for delivery in line with
other diversity and inclusive training initiatives postponed due
to COVID-19.

Addressing family violence:
Strengthen responses to family violence in line with the Multiagency Risk Assessment and Risk
Management Framework (MARAM) and assist the government in understanding workforce capabilities
by championing participation in the census of workforces that intersect with family violence.
• Roll out family violence training for all HPV
employees, providing learning and strategies
to understand and support. Aspects of the
program would cover aggression and abuse
targeting children, partners, elders and siblings.

Achieved.
Family violence training sessions for managers were completed
in February–March 2020.

Implementing Disability Action Plans:
Ensure a Disability Action Plan is in place which
seeks to reduce barriers, promote inclusion and
change attitudes and practices to improve the
quality of care and employment opportunities for
people with disability.
• Support a more inclusive and diverse
workplace through implementation of the
Accessibility Action Plan 2019-2022.

Achieved.
HPV’s Accessibility Action Plan 2019-2022 was published and
promoted across the organisation. Actions include:
• The development and launch of a recruitment e-Learning
module.
• Completion of a website accessibility review and
accessibility training delivered to a cross-functional
employee group.
• The installation of an automatic door at HPV’s Casselden
office in February 2020.
HPV’s Accessibility Action Plan was integrated into the HPV
Diversity and Inclusion Plan 2019-2022.

2019-20 Annual Report
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STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES PERFORMANCE SUMMARY

2019-20 DELIVERABLES

KEY ACHIEVEMENTS

Strategic Priorities – Health 2040
Better Health goals:
• A system geared to prevention as much as treatment.
• Everyone understands their own health and risks.
• Illness is detected and managed early.
• Healthy neighbourhoods and communities encourage healthy lifestyles.
Deliverables:
• Support the DHHS Food Safety Unit in
delivering food allergen management training
to Victorian health stakeholders to reduce
state-wide risk while improving patient
outcomes.

Not achieved.
Project plans were in place with sessions planned for April-May
2020, however, these were postponed due to COVID-19.

Better Access goals:
• Care is always there when people need it.
• Better access to care in the home and community.
• People are connected to the full range of care and support they need.
• Equal access to care.
Deliverables:
• Through innovation being deployed via the
Common Catalogue project, HPV aims to
ensure the right product is in the right place at
the right time. This will deliver more consistent
and accurate data to help identify clinical
product equivalents and support ongoing
clinical care during international supply shortages.

Not achieved.
The COVID-19 pandemic has impacted health services’ ability
to engage in Common Catalogue deployment activities and so
the expected number of health services at which the Common
Catalogue was to be implemented will not be achieved in 2019-20.
HPV was able to develop and test critical modifications to the
Common Catalogue, with minor enhancements scheduled.

Better Care goals:
• Targeting zero avoidable harm.
• Healthcare that focuses on outcomes.
• Patients and carers are active partners in care.
• Care fits together around people’s needs.
Deliverables:
Achieved.
• HPV’s extended Benefits Reporting Framework HPV delivered the agreed six high-priority benefits in the 2019-20
identifies and evidences how HPV’s purchasing financial year.
decisions impact, improve and contribute to
better patient outcomes.
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RECONCILIATION OF NET RESULT FROM TRANSACTIONS WITH
OPERATING RESULT AGREED IN THE STATEMENT OF PRIORITIES
Net operating result*

2020
$000

2019
$000

2018
$000

2017
$000

2016
$000

(153)

(888)

22

22

25

-

-

-

6

-

(19)

(67)

(1)

34

46

-

-

-

(4)

-

Capital and specific items
Capital purpose income
Other economic flows
Impairment of non-financial assets
Expenditure for capital purpose

-

-

-

-

-

Depreciation and amortisation

(469)

(632)

(628)

(516)

(402)

Net result from transactions

(641)

(1,587)

(607)

(458)

(331)

* The Net operating result is the result which Health Purchasing Victoria is monitored against in our Statement of Priorities.

FUTURE DIRECTION
In 2020-21, HPV will continue to progress
implementation of the five-year procurement strategy to
increase the value of collective procurement and drive
best value for health services, while delivering cluster
sourcing projects and undertaking additional clinical
engagement activity.
Improving the integrity and accuracy of our data to
increase the efficiency of the health supply chain,
implementing the Common Catalogue and expanding
our information-sharing with Victoria’s public health
services are also key focus areas for HPV. Our work in

supporting health services to enhance their procurement
expertise and compliance will also continue.
Internally, HPV is embarking on a wide-ranging program
of activities to support a diverse and respectful
workplace, enhancing our capability and capacity in line
with our strategic goals.
These initiatives aim to increase the safety and quality
of patient care, fundamental to HPV’s vision to advance
safe, affordable and sustainable healthcare.

2019-20 Annual Report
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RISK MANAGEMENT
A philosophy of risk management is embedded into
everyday practice at HPV as ‘everyone’s business’,
incorporating the ‘three lines of defence’ principles of
ownership, oversight and assurance to support effective
identification and response to key risks.
HPV’s risk management strategy has proved robust in
the face of unprecedented challenges associated with
COVID-19. In supporting the government’s response to
the pandemic, HPV applied a risk-based approach to
purchasing items off-contract, as allowed under Health
Purchasing Policy 3 following the Victorian Government’s
declaration of a State of Emergency.
Shortages in raw materials exacerbated by political
decisions made in China, the United States, India and
some European countries created an environment similar
to wartime purchasing behaviour, in which HPV needed
to compete for a place in the production queue for
limited supplies of essential PPE and other equipment.
In light of strong global demand for supplies, HPV’s
contracted suppliers were unable to meet the increased
demand to supply particular goods. Where contracted
suppliers could not assist, HPV benchmarked costs
with other jurisdictions and made use of contract
pricing to provide a baseline for pricing negotiations
with conditionally awarded or new suppliers. Frequently,
critical purchasing decisions needed to be made within
a matter of hours in order to secure items in short supply
due to shifts in market behaviour driven by increased
demand.
This year HPV also completed a probity procedure review
and update, adopting a risk-based approach tailored
to a range of procurement types that recognises one
approach does not fit all.
During the year HPV refined our Crisis Management
Plan, which provides a structure, activation and escalation
processes as well as agreed roles and responsibilities
for HPV’s crisis management team during an incident.
In late 2019, successful completion of scenario testing
for HPV’s Business Continuity Plan ensured our
organisation was well equipped to commence
working remotely during the COVID-19 outbreak.
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HPV continues to provide specific advice to Victoria’s
public hospitals undertaking group-based sourcing
activities to achieve economies of scale. HPV’s support
clarifies requirements under the Competition and
Consumer Act 2010 relating to collective procurement,
and also provides a risk assessment tool to assist health
services in understanding whether they are exposed
to a breach under the Act in undertaking a particular
collective sourcing activity.
All HPV policies are reviewed annually and HPV’s
risk management framework is underpinned by
the Australian Standards/New Zealand Standards
International Standards Organisation (ISO) 31000:2018
Risk Management – Principles and Guidelines.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
AVAILABLE ON REQUEST
Consistent with Financial Reporting Direction (FRD) 22H,
this report of operations confirms that details in respect
of the items listed below have been retained by HPV
and are available to the relevant Ministers, Members
of Parliament and the public on request, subject to
Freedom of Information requirements as applicable:
• Declarations of pecuniary interests have been duly
completed by all relevant officers.
• Details of shares held by senior officers as nominee
or held beneficially.
• Details of publications produced by the entity about
itself, and how these can be obtained.
• Details of overseas visits undertaken including a
summary of the objectives and outcomes of each visit.
• Details of major promotional, public relations
and marketing activities undertaken to develop
community awareness of HPV and its services.

ATTESTATIONS
ATTESTATION ON FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
COMPLIANCE

ATTESTATION ON INTEGRITY, FRAUD AND
CORRUPTION

I, Lance Wallace, on behalf of the Responsible Body,
certify that Health Purchasing Victoria has complied with
the applicable Standing Directions of the Minister for
Finance under the Financial Management Act 1994 and
Instructions.

I, Elaine Ko, certify that Health Purchasing Victoria has
put in place appropriate internal controls and processes
to ensure that Integrity, fraud and corruption risks have
been reviewed and addressed at Health Purchasing
Victoria during the year.

Mr Lance Wallace
HPV Board Chair

Ms Elaine Ko
Chief Executive Officer and Accountable Officer

Melbourne
20 August 2020

Melbourne
20 August 2020

ATTESTATION ON DATA INTEGRITY

ATTESTATION ON COMPLIANCE WITH HEALTH
PURCHASING VICTORIA (HPV) HEALTH
PURCHASING POLICIES

I, Elaine Ko, certify that Health Purchasing Victoria has
put in place appropriate internal controls and processes
to ensure that reported data reasonably reflects actual
performance. Health Purchasing Victoria has critically
reviewed these controls and processes during the year.

Ms Elaine Ko
Chief Executive Officer and Accountable Officer
Melbourne
20 August 2020

ATTESTATION ON CONFLICT OF INTEREST
I, Elaine Ko, certify that Health Purchasing Victoria has
put in place appropriate internal controls and processes
to ensure that it has complied with the requirements
of hospital circular 07/2017 Compliance reporting in
health portfolio entities (Revised) and has implemented a
‘Conflict of Interest’ policy consistent with the minimum
accountabilities required by the VPSC. Declaration
of private interest forms have been completed by all
executive staff within Health Purchasing Victoria and
members of the Board, and all declared conflicts have
been addressed and are being managed. Conflict of
interest is a standard agenda item for declaration and
documenting at each executive and Board meeting.

I, Elaine Ko, certify that Health Purchasing Victoria has
put in place appropriate internal controls and processes
to ensure that it has complied with all requirements set
out in the HPV Health Purchasing Policies including
mandatory HPV collective agreements as required by the
Health Services Act 1988 (Vic) and has critically reviewed
these controls and processes during the year.

Ms Elaine Ko
Chief Executive Officer and Accountable Officer
Melbourne
20 August 2020

Ms Elaine Ko
Chief Executive Officer and Accountable Officer
Melbourne
20 August 2020
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COMPLIANCE
This summary is provided in accordance with the
Directions of the Minister for Finance.
HPV is an incorporated body established under Section
129 of the Health Services Act 1988 and is regulated by
the Act.

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION
ACT 1982
The Freedom of Information Act 1982 allows the public
a right of access to documents held by HPV. The object
of the Act is to extend as far as possible the right of the
community to access information held by the Victorian
Government and other entities subject to the Act.
The Act allows HPV to refuse access, either fully or
partially, to certain documents or information. Examples
of documents that may not be accessed include:
• cabinet documents
• some internal working documents
• law enforcement documents
• documents covered by legal professional privilege,
such as legal advice
• personal information about other people
• documents relating to trade secrets.
From 1 September 2017, the Act has been amended to
reduce the processing time for requests received from
45 to 30 days. In some cases, this time may be extended.
If an applicant is not satisfied with a decision made by
HPV, they have the right to seek a review by the Office
of the Victorian Information Commissioner within 28 days
of receiving a decision letter.
Access to documents may be obtained through written
request to HPV pursuant to Section 17 of the Act.
Requirements for making a request are:
• It must be in writing.
• It should provide such information concerning the
document as is reasonably necessary to enable the
document to be identified.
• It should be accompanied by the application fee
of $29.60.
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Requests for documents in the possession of HPV
should be addressed to:
Freedom of Information Officer
Health Purchasing Victoria
Level 34, 2 Lonsdale Street
Melbourne Vic 3000
Alternatively requests can be emailed to foi@hpv.org.au.
Telephone enquiries can be made to 03 9947 3700.
Access charges for photocopying and search retrieval
may also apply once the request has been finalised.
Further information about the operation and scope
of the Act can be obtained from the Act, regulations
made under the Act and on the Office of the Victorian
Information Commissioner’s website: www.foi.vic.gov.au.
HPV complies with all sections of the Victorian
Freedom of Information Act 1982, including publication
requirements specified in s.7 (4) of the Act.
During 2019-20, HPV did not receive any Freedom of
Information (FOI) requests under the Act. HPV made
a decision to release documents in full to a pending
decision that was received from a Member of Parliament.
There were no matters referred to the the Office of the
Victorian Information Commissioner. No appeals were
made to the Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal.

BUILDING ACT 1993
HPV occupies office space in the Casselden building
via a sub-lease arrangement with the DHHS and
complies with all building and maintenance provisions
of the Building Act 1993. HPV’s facilities are managed
through site inspections, risk assessments, and
independent annual compliance reporting by auditors
appointed by DHHS.
As part of the tenancy arrangement, third-party
contracts implemented by ISPT Facilities Management
are in place to maintain and test all essential safety
measures to ensure compliance with relevant
regulations. Casselden undergoes an Annual Essential
Safety Measures Audit/Report (Building Act 1993,
Building Regulations 2006, Regulations 1209 and 1215).

PROTECTED DISCLOSURE
ACT 2012

LOCAL JOBS FIRST POLICY
IMPLEMENTATION

There were no matters referred to the Independent
Broad-based Anti-corruption Commission (IBAC) under
the Protected Disclosure Act 2012. IBAC is a public body
that can receive and investigate protected disclosures.
Information on how to access procedures established
under IBAC has been provided to HPV employees.

ALIGNMENT WITH GOVERNMENT POLICY

SAFE PATIENT CARE ACT 1993
HPV has no matters to report in relation to its obligations
under section 40 of the Safe Patient Care Act 2015. HPV
plays a key role in driving supply chain improvements,
and supports Recall Health as a critical patient safety
initiative that facilitates electronic therapeutic goods
recall notifications. Recall Health is also supported by
the Therapeutic Goods Administration (TGA).

NATIONAL COMPETITION POLICY
The guiding legislative principle of the National
Competition Policy is that legislation should not restrict
competition unless it can be demonstrated that:
• The benefits to the community of the restriction
as a whole outweigh the costs; and
• The objectives of the legislation can only be
achieved by restricting competition.
HPV was established to complement the aims of the
National Competition Policy by increasing competition
among suppliers.
Section 134O of the Health Services Act 1988 authorises
HPV for the purposes of Part IV of the Competition and
Consumer Act 2010 to allow Victorian public hospitals
and health services to tender as a single entity.
In 2019-20, HPV provided information to clarify health
service obligations under the Act, including remedies
to mitigate risks in breaching it.
HPV’s primary source of revenue is a block grant from
DHHS to deliver our services and achieve our functions
under the Act. Requirements of the Competitive
Neutrality Policy Victoria do not apply.

HPV remains committed to pursuing procurement
outcomes that provide local industry fair opportunity
to compete against foreign suppliers as well as
incorporating social benefits.
HPV’s procurement strategy aligns to the Local Jobs
First Act 2003 and also to Victorian Government Social
Procurement Framework (SPF) objectives.
HPV has defined these outcomes in our new Benefits
Management Framework, currently being deployed and
encompassing both direct and indirect benefits.
Despite the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic which
delayed several procurement events, during 2019-20
HPV entered into contracts for nine categories, two of
which were greenfield categories, six were re-sourcing
and one was a supplementary tender. These categories
totalled approximately $615 million in value over the
contract principal period, which equates to $252 million
over the first 12 months of the categories, excluding GST.
Three of these categories – including the supplementary
– required Victorian Industry Participation Policy (VIPP)
plans to be submitted and assessed, resulting in a
10 per cent weighting for local support in these categories.
Social outcomes were achieved as outlined in the SPF
commentary on page 33.
The six categories assessed as not requiring VIPP plans
were for medical devices and medical equipment, for
which there is no local manufacturing but averaged local
content commitment of 30 per cent through logistics
and support; utilities; and IT hardware from a sole source
manufacturer.
In 2019-20, HPV completed 37 contracts across
five categories to which VIPP principles applied. These
categories were for the provision of medical devices,
pharmaceuticals and medical equipment. Across the
18 suppliers of pharmaceuticals, almost 20 per cent
or 653 of the product lines listed Australia as the country
of manufacture.
In addition, as part of HPV’s response to the COVID-19
pandemic, suppliers were encouraged to register on our
site to express interest in providing PPE products during
this period, of which 27, or 15 per cent, were family
partnerships, individual or sole traders or trusts.
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HPV ANNUAL COMPLIANCE STATEMENT
HPV’S PURCHASING POLICY AND
COMPLIANCE FRAMEWORK
Compliance with HPV policy and legislative requirements
is important in maintaining the integrity of public hospital
and health service procurement and achieving bestvalue supply chain outcomes for Victoria’s health sector.
HPV’s approach to compliance reflects our legislative
functions, organisational values and strategic priorities.
Under the Health Services Act 1988 (Vic), HPV administers
several compliance-related functions, including:
• Monitoring health service compliance with purchasing
policies and HPV directions, and reporting
irregularities to the Minister.
• Ensuring probity is maintained in purchasing,
tendering and contracting activities in public hospitals
and health services.
• Providing advice, staff training and consultancy
services on the supply of goods and services to, and
the management of disposal of goods by, health or
related services other than public hospitals.
HPV’s five Health Purchasing Policies, introduced in
2014, provide a strategic framework for health services
to ensure best-practice procurement, including probity,
and support HPV’s statutory functions.

GRADUATED COMPLIANCE
HPV’s graduated compliance approach promotes
tailored and measured responses to compliance issues.
HPV has effectively operationalised the graduated
compliance approach in 2019-20, supporting
transparency and consistency in our assessment and
decision-making process for non-compliance against the
Health Purchasing Policies or Health Services Act 1988
arising from the 2018-19 reporting period.
In the past 12 months the approach has demonstrated
a number of benefits for health services, including:
• Encouraging a low level of intervention for compliance
action.
• Recognising the capacity of health services to
become compliant.
• Promoting compliance action proportionate to the
level of risk.
• Providing sufficient flexibility to escalate or
de-escalate compliance action where required.
• Championing an evidence-based decision-making
process.
• Responding to the behaviour and compliance history
of the health service.

GRADUATED COMPLIANCE MODEL
Risk rating

Incidence

Frequent,
repeated or
systemic
non-compliance

Deliberate
disregard for
regulatory
arrangements

Moderate
risk

Increasing
instances of
non-compliance

Resisting or
unwilling to
comply

Low risk

First instance
of non-compliance

Working
towards
compliance

High risk
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Report to
Minister

Compliance stance

HPV
direction

Administrative
action

Education and support

HPV COMPLIANCE AND COVID-19
With health services focused on responding to the
COVID-19 pandemic, HPV eased public health services’
compliance reporting requirements this financial year.
In normal circumstances, health services complete
an annual attestation identifying any material noncompliance issues, as set out in Health Purchasing
Policy 1: Procurement Governance.
The attestation, provided at the end of each financial
year, forms part of HPV’s reporting framework and
supports its compliance monitoring function under the
Health Services Act 1988 (Vic).
The Victorian Government published a notice providing
an exemption to this reporting requirement on 28 May
2020. Under the exemption health services are not
required to complete an attestation in their annual report
of operations for the 2019-20 financial year. Reporting
resumes as usual in 2020-21.
Health services are also usually required to submit an
annual self-assessment and triennial audit report before
the end of the financial year. For the 2019-20 reporting
period, HPV extended the due date for the annual selfassessment and triennial audit reporting requirements
to 31 December 2020.
This annual report is silent on compliance reporting
outcomes due to the exemption and extensions
provided in response to the COVID-19 pandemic.

CRITICAL INCIDENT
PROCUREMENT
The Victorian Government’s declaration of a State
of Emergency on 16 March 2020 in response to the
COVID-19 crisis coincided with many public health
services across Victoria activating internal emergency
procedures.
For health services, the declaration triggered critical
incident procedures under Health Purchasing Policy 3:
Market Approach (HPP3). This allowed mandated health
services to adopt streamlined and flexible procurement
processes and source goods and services off-contract,
including from non-contracted suppliers. HPV provided
significant advice to mandated health services on the
application of the critical incident procedures.

HPV has sought a supplementary report from
mandated health services to complement their selfassessment reporting in response to the critical incident
procurement. This report assists HPV in fulfilling its
legislated compliance monitoring function and includes
information on:
• HPV collective agreements to which the critical
incident procedure was applied.
• Reasons why it was impractical to apply the HPV
collective agreement.
• Total value of the procurement.
This information is required to be maintained in line with
minimum record-keeping requirements under HPP3.

HPV PROBITY TRAINING
In 2019-20, HPV released its final course in the suite of
online probity training for health services. This course,
tailored to Board and Executives, takes approximately
60-70 minutes and explores:
• The importance of probity and the potential
consequences of poor probity practice.
• The HPV Health Purchasing Policies.
• Best-practice probity principles to follow.
• The role and responsibility of Boards and Executives
in maintaining probity.
• Common probity risks and mitigation strategies.

ELIGIBLE SERVICES
In the past 12 months, HPV has continued to focus on
driving increased benefits, both financial and non-financial,
for our Eligible Service customers. In 2019-20 HPV
delivered an average cost saving of 19 per cent across
11 contract access applications, including three approvals
for Eligible Services that had not yet accessed HPV
contracts.
In addition, HPV managed customer activity relating to
196 contract access instances for 41 participating Eligible
Service customers – reflecting an average of 4.8 contracts
per entity – and recorded almost 1,800 engagements
with 62 Eligible Services during this period.
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MANAGEMENT AND ORGANISATION
MS ELAINE KO

MR ALFRED MATTHEWS

MBA, BSc, BEng, GAICD

MBA, BA, CIPS, GAICD

Elaine was appointed Chief Executive in August 2016
and is responsible for leading Health Purchasing Victoria
to advance safe, affordable and sustainable healthcare
for all Victorians.

Alfred joined HPV in September 2016 on secondment
from Monash Health. As HPV Head of Indirect Products
and Services, Alfred implemented strategies to improve
collaboration and delivered financial and service quality
outcomes which received recognition from Procurement
and Supply Australasia (PASA). Alfred was appointed
HPV Director Customer Engagement in November
2017, earning PASA recognition for HPV’s customer
engagement function.

Chief Executive Officer

Elaine is a customer-centric, business transformation
leader with 20 years of experience in international
supply chain management, marketing and strategic
sourcing across the Asia-Pacific. Her roles in fast-moving
consumer goods companies Mondelez International
and Kraft Foods have delivered significant business
growth, supply chain improvements, enhanced customer
service and world-class sourcing strategies resulting in
substantial cost reductions and increased stakeholder
collaboration.
Elaine holds a Master of Business Administration,
degrees in Manufacturing Engineering (honours) and
Science (physics) and is a graduate of the Australian
Institute of Company Directors.

MR JOE NEILL
DipBus (IntTrade), MCIPS

Director Customer Engagement

For more than a decade at Monash Health, Alfred
managed non-clinical support services teams including
food, cleaning, waste, customer service, retail and
security. He was a member of Monash Health’s interprofessional teams leading service initiatives, and part
of a project team managing Monash’s central kitchen,
implementing innovative cleaning methods and new
meal models to improve patient satisfaction and drive
efficiencies.
Alfred has also held senior roles within commercial
hospitality organisations including Crown Limited.

Director Procurement and Value Delivery

MR JOHN DELINAOUM

Joe joined HPV in October 2017 and brings more than
35 years of procurement experience across diverse
industries in both public and private sectors, together
with a deep understanding of Victoria’s health industry
gained over two decades.

BBus (Acc), FCPA, GAICD, Grad Dip (Marketing), Grad Cert
(Health Systems)

Joe’s experience over the past 18 years includes senior
positions at Melbourne Health and Austin Health, where
as Director Supply and Contracts he was responsible for
the hospital’s total procurement budget.
Originally hailing from Dunfermline in Scotland, Joe is
a member of the Chartered Institute of Purchasing
Supply (MCIPS) and holds a Diploma of Business in
International Trade.

Director Finance, Risk and Governance (CFO)

John commenced at HPV in March 2015. With over
20 years’ experience in the health sector, John has held
senior finance leadership roles within public, private and
aged care services utilising his extensive experience
in business planning, enterprise risk management,
corporate services and systems technology design
and implementation.
John has a combination of government and corporate
sector experience, complemented by a strategic ability
to maximise commercial opportunities. He has also
successfully led a number of change management
programs.
John is a Fellow Certified Practising Accountant and
a Graduate of the Australian Institute of Company
Directors. He is also a member of the Audit and Risk
Committee of the Australian College of Optometry,
providing governance and risk management support.
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MR ROB SETINA

MS ANGELA MALONE

MBA, B.Com, LLB, Grad Dip (Applied Finance), GAICD

DipAppSc, Cert Training&Assessment, Cert OHPrac,
Lean Six Sigma Green Belt

Director Data and Systems

Rob joined HPV in January 2017 as the Director Data
and Systems. Rob is a senior IT executive with over
20 years’ experience in both the public and private sectors
as well as the consulting and corporate industries.
Rob’s focus is on using technology as an enabler
of business objectives. Across his career, he has
undertaken business transformations using data to
drive and support improved commercial outcomes.
At HPV, Rob’s key functions include supporting HPV’s
information and communication technology use,
providing business support for the Victorian Product
Catalogue System, oversight of projects and developing
data analytics/business intelligence solutions.
Externally, Rob oversees the implementation of a
Common Catalogue across Victoria’s public health
sector, the development of a sector-wide spend analysis
tool and a cross-jurisdictional working group to improve
data quality across Australia.

Director People and Culture

Angela joined HPV in March 2014 following an extensive
career in human resources and industrial relations
management. Angela’s recruitment and consulting
experience comprises senior roles across the commercial
and not-for-profit sectors, including a number of
management roles at Ford Australia’s head office in
Melbourne.
Across her career, Angela has a consistent record of
success in working closely with management and other
stakeholders to develop and implement effective human
resource solutions, focusing on inclusive, sustainable
and ethical leadership strategy development. Angela’s
collaborative approach, strong business acumen and
focus on strategic HR planning, often in complex and
challenging environments, is key to organisations
achieving their business objectives.
Angela has qualifications in Applied Science, Lean
Six Sigma Green Belt accreditation and has completed
a range of management programs, including mental
health first aid certification.

ORGANISATIONAL STRUCTURE
The following chart shows HPV’s key organisational structure comprising the following functional divisions:
Office of the Chief Executive, Procurement, Customer Engagement, Finance, Risk and Governance, Data and
Systems, and People and Culture.

HEALTH PURCHASING VICTORIA ORGANISATIONAL STRUCTURE 2020
Chief Executive
Director
Procurement and
Value Delivery
• Equipment, Clinical,
Pharmaceutical, Information
Technology, and Indirect
Products and Services Sourcing
• Sourcing Operations
• Clinical Engagement
• Sustainable Procurement
• Supply Chain Productivity

Director
Customer Engagement
• Metropolitan Health Service
Engagement
• Regional Health Service
Engagement
• Eligible Services
Engagement
• Engagement Strategy

Director
Finance, Risk and
Governance
•
•
•
•
•
•

Financial Sustainability
Legal Services
Policy Compliance
Corporate Governance
Strategy and Performance
Risk Management

Director
Data and Systems

Director
People and Culture

• Information Management
• Information and
Communication
Technology
• Project Office
• Supply Chain Information
and Analytics
• Business Intelligence

• Human Resources
• Communication
• Learning and Development
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OUR PEOPLE: HUMAN RESOURCES
AND DEVELOPMENT
WORKFORCE DATA
During 2019-20, HPV recorded an 11 per cent increase in our employee headcount compared to 2018-19. At 30 June
2020, 107 people were employed by HPV, with 10 employees and one secondee joining HPV during the year.
HPV’s workforce composition is summarised below.
FY AVERAGE
2018-19

FY AVERAGE
2019-20

FULL-TIME EQUIVALENT

JUNE 2019

JUNE 2020

FULL–TIME EQUIVALENT

JUNE 2019

JUNE 2020

HEAD COUNT

Full-time

77.9

85.0

82.0

89.5

82

91

Part-time

3.0

5.1

4.4

5.2

6

7

80.9

90.1

86.4

94.6

88

98

7.1

5.1

5.7

7.8

8

9

88.0

95.2

92.1

102.4

96

107

Total number of HPV employees
Secondee/Agency
Total full-time
equivalent employees

SECONDMENTS
HPV has a collaborative and flexible approach to
recruitment which has proved instrumental in enhancing
our capability in key areas. In 2019-20, utilising technical
expertise from across Victoria’s public health services
has enabled HPV to continue to enhance our partnership
with the health sector.
Our pharmaceutical procurement secondees have
played an essential role in HPV’s response to the
COVID-19 pandemic, helping to ensure health services
can access the medicines and equipment they need
and in making sure they meet health services’ clinical
requirements.
The clinical expertise and experience of our
pharmaceutical team has proved essential to our
success in building a state-wide stockpile of required
medicines and equipment and in advising on alternative
products or medications where first-line goods have
not been available.
This expertise is also contributing to initiatives to build
reserve stocks and improve health service access to
critical medicines.
HPV’s secondments include three pharmaceutical
procurement subject matter experts comprising
practising pharmacists from Monash Health and
Northern Health.
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Specialist procurement contractors have also assisted
HPV with the COVID-19 pandemic in 2019-20,
contributing to the procurement of more than 150 million
surgical masks, 800 million gloves and 26 million gowns
for Victoria’s health services.

HPV WORKFORCE COMPOSITION
AT 30 JUNE 2020

91

HPV full-time employees

7

HPV part-time employees

3

HPV pharmaceutical sourcing secondees

6

HPV agency contractors

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY
HPV proactively supports occupational health and safety (OH&S) initiatives through our employee-focused
OH&S Committee, which works with employees throughout the year to ensure a high level of engagement in and
understanding of HPV’s risk management policies and procedures.
OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY MATTERS

2019-20 UPDATE

a) The number of reported hazards/incidents
for the year per 100 full-time equivalent
employees.

Four incidents were reported in 2019-20, reflecting HPV
employees’ continued proactive approach to reporting OH&S
matters. HPV has implemented education and process
improvements to prevent similar recurrences.
One

b) The number of ‘lost time’ standard claims
for the year per 100 full-time equivalent
employees.
c) The average cost per claim for the year
(including payments to date and an estimate
of outstanding claim costs as advised by
WorkSafe).
d) A minimum of two years’ data on these
indicators and explanations for significant
variations from one year to the next.
e) In the event of a fatality, a discussion of the
circumstances that led to the fatality and the
preventative measures that have been taken
to prevent recurrence.

The average cost per claim for 2019-20 was $12,765.29,
including payments to date and estimated outstanding claim
costs.
No claims were made in 2018-19 with an increase of one in
2019-20.
The increase was attributed to a change in work requirements
and employee work location due to COVID-19.
There have been no fatalities.

OCCUPATIONAL VIOLENCE
OCCUPATIONAL VIOLENCE STATISTICS

2019-20 UPDATE

Workcover accepted claims with an occupational
violence cause per 100 full-time equivalent
employees.
Number of accepted Workcover claims with lost
time injury with an occupational violence cause
per 1,000,000 hours worked.
Number of occupational violence incidents reported.

Nil

Number of occupational violence incidents
reported per 100 full-time equivalent employees.
Percentage of occupational violence incidents
resulting in a staff injury, illness or condition.

Nil

HPV’s annual People Matter Survey has been delayed due to
COVID-19, and therefore we have no received information on
these statistics.
HPV’s annual People Matter Survey has been delayed due to
COVID-19, and therefore we have no received information on
these statistics.
Nil

Occupational violence: Any incident in which an employee is abused, threatened or assaulted in circumstances
arising out of, or in the course of, their employment.
Incident: An event or circumstance that could have resulted in, or did result in, harm to an employee.
Lost time: Greater than one day.
Injury, illness or condition: Includes all reported harm as a result of the incident, regardless of whether the employee
required time off work or submitted a claim.
2019-20 Annual Report
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OUR PEOPLE: HUMAN RESOURCES AND DEVELOPMENT

CARERS’ RECOGNITION ACT 2012

HPV established a new diversity and inclusion framework
in 2019-20 and undertook training and other activities
to implement HPV’s Accessibility Action Plan published
in 2019. Actions include rolling out training in mental
health first aid, website accessibility, family violence,
and diversity and workplace respect training.

In line with the HPV Enterprise Agreement 2018 and
management of leave entitlements, HPV is compliant
with the Commonwealth Carers’ Recognition Act 2012.

DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION

To improve the accessibility and inclusiveness of
our work environment, HPV has installed automatic
opening doors to assist employees and visitors
living with physical disability and delivered employee
guidance to ensure appropriate ‘welcome to country’
acknowledgements are embedded and sustainable
across the organisation.

HPV continues to focus on building an organisational
culture that is respectful, inclusive and promotes diversity.
The COVID-19 pandemic has brought with it specific
challenges for HPV’s employees. HPV’s response has
maintained a strong focus on employee engagement
and wellbeing with regular ‘get moving’ reminders and
internal communications to support our staff in working
from home.

Working with the Health and Wellbeing Committee,
HPV has supported a range of Australian and
international days celebrating women, men’s health,
people with disability, cultural diversity, LGBTI, Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander people, and mental health.

HPV has commenced an initiative to plan for an eventual
return to the office, and in the meantime is working with
the OH&S Committee to develop a risk register and
promote services and resources to enhance wellbeing
during lockdown.

PEOPLE MATTER SURVEY
HPV uses People Matter Survey results as a tool to better
understand employee views and inform ongoing
activities, such as ethical leadership development
training and health and wellbeing activities, to improve
workplace conditions and employee satisfaction.

HPV’s continuing employee communication has been
well-received, according to employee feedback received
through quarterly ‘temperature check’ surveys.
The cultural diversity of HPV’s workplace has increased
in 2019-20 with more than 20 different nationalities and
cultural backgrounds represented. One per cent of our
workforce identifies as Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander.

Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the Victorian Public
Service Commission’s annual People Matter Survey has
been delayed until later in 2020.

HPV WORKFORCE CULTURAL DIVERSITY
1%

Health Purchasing Victoria

1%

Malaysia

4%

Singapore

Australia

1%

Maldives

4%

Sri Lanka

1%

Bosnia and Herzegovina

1%

Mauritius

1%

UK

1%

Colombia

1%

Mexico

1%

United Arab Emirates

3%

Hong Kong

1%

New Zealand

1%

Vietnam

3%

India

3%

Philippines

1%

Wales

1%

Indonesia

1%

Saudi Arabia

1%

Kenya

3%

Scotland

61%
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Afghanistan

THE MENTAL HEALTH CONTINUUM
The continuum below is a tool to help gauge workforce mental health. At HPV, we strive for a workforce situated in
the ‘healthy’ section. We have implemented training for Mental Health First Aiders and plan to conduct face-to-face
manager training on mental health after COVID-19 restrictions ease.

The Mental Health Continuum

HEALTHY

REACTING

INJURED

ILL

Normal functioning

Common and reversible
distress

Significant functional
impairment

Clinical disorder,
severe and persistent
functional impairment

NEEDING SELF CARE AND SOCIAL SUPPORT

ETHICAL LEADERSHIP
DEVELOPMENT
Following its launch in 2018-19, HPV’s ethical leadership
program has truly become an integral part of our
organisation this year. The ethical leadership committee
supports the ongoing Speak Up program which has now
been in place for over 12 months as an in-house HPV
program to promote continuous improvement.

NEEDING PROFESSIONAL SELF CARE AND SUPPORT

HPV RECRUITMENT
HPV has continued to grow in 2019-20, with 33 new
starters and an additional two appointments due to
commence in July 2020. HPV’s focus on supporting
our employees has resulted in six internal promotions,
and our recruitment activity has included 11 successful
appointments since going into lockdown in March 2020.

The program involves small cross-functional group
discussions and is designed to empower people to
speak up with their ideas and improvements, foster
respectful ways of tackling difficult conversations
and educate employees on calling out inappropriate
behaviour that isn’t in line with HPV values.

HPV’s robust human resources policies and procedures
support employees from the beginning of their HPV
working life onwards. HPV support includes advice on
a range of employee queries, covering everything from
flexible working arrangements, ergonomic assessments
and novated leases to HRMS and employee relations
issues.

Discussion topics include occupational violence,
discrimination, change management, gossip and
innuendo and communicating in a pandemic. Input
from across the organisation has been incorporated
into the program design, to support more diverse
working relationships. Feedback has been
overwhelmingly positive about the impact ‘Speak
Up’ is having on HPV’s culture.

Supporting our aim for greater inclusion, HPV’s
e-Learning recruitment module was developed to
educate employees on the complexities of assessing
applicants throughout the recruitment process. HPV
continues to build on the resources within our e-Learning
system to focus on candidate merit, unconscious bias
and cultural diversity in 2019-20. The changes have also
helped to streamline HPV’s recruitment process.
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SUSTAINABILITY
HPV’S OFFICE-BASED
ENVIRONMENTAL DATA
ENVIRONMENTAL DATA
As a public entity, HPV is encouraged to report on
its environmental impacts consistent with FRD 22H
requiring a summary of the entity’s environmental
performance. HPV collects relevant data, where
available, for reporting. Available data is provided in
detail below.

ENERGY USE
HPV occupies office space in Casselden, a Melbourne
CBD-based building, as a tenancy with shared services.
The key environmental attributes of Casselden are:
• 4.5-star NABERS Energy base building certification
• 3.5 star NABERS Water certification
• 5-star Green Star – Office Design v3 certified rating.
The 5-star Green Star design rating for Casselden is
equivalent to current best practice in office design.
Casselden’s 4.5-star NABERS Energy base building
certification corresponds with a rating of between ‘Good’
and ‘Excellent’ performance for an Australian office building.
Sustainability measures implemented to improve the
performance and efficiency of Casselden include energyefficient lifts, upgrade controls and air conditioning,
CO2 monitoring and high-efficiency fluorescent lighting.
Electricity is supplied under HPV’s occupancy
arrangement; the percentage of electricity purchased
under a government-accredited Green Power scheme
is 0 per cent. Data on the greenhouse gas emissions
associated with HPV’s electricity use are not available.
All computer monitors and laptops purchased by HPV
are ENERGY STAR® certified, which prevent greenhouse
gas emissions by meeting strict energy efficiency guidelines.

Recycling collections occur for:
• co-mingled paper and packaging
• food organics for off-site composting
• clean paper
• secure documents
• batteries
• mobile phones
• printer toners
• e-waste.
In addition, recycling company Close the Loop collected
and recycled 8.38 kg of HPV’s consumable waste in
2019-20, in line with the principle of ‘reduce, reuse,
recycle’, and HPV auctions superfluous mobile phones
for reuse by employees.

PAPER USE
HPV tracks office paper use via printer data and has
seen a reduction in use since the reporting commenced
in 2015-16. For the 2019-20 reporting period, 202 reams
of A4-equivalent copy paper were used, which equates
to 1.9 reams per full-time equivalent employee.
HPV observed a decrease in paper usage at the end
of the 2019-20 financial year due to the majority of HPV
employees working remotely from March 2020 and not
using office-based printers.
HPV utilises on-demand printing to minimise in-office
paper usage, as well as providing Board committee
papers in electronic form. HPV continues to support
alternatives to reduce paper-based processes, including
implementing electronic signatures for contract
agreements.
In 2019-20, the copy paper HPV purchased comprised
84 per cent recycled content, and the previous year
HPV introduced a ‘think before you print’ campaign to
increase employee awareness of paper usage.

WASTE DISPOSAL AND RECYCLING
Waste disposal and recycling collections are primarily
provided by Casselden building management as part
of its shared service, which includes online training
to improve tenant understanding of waste recycling
activities. Individual tenancy waste volumes and data
for the percentage of materials that are recycled are
currently not available for reporting.
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TOTAL REAMS OF
A4-EQUIVALENT
COPY PAPER USED

NUMBER OF
REAMS USED
PER FULL-TIME
EQUIVALENT
EMPLOYEE

2015-16

683

9.1

2016-17

364

4.0

2017-18

352

3.9

2018-19

308

3.5

2019-20

202

1.9

As HPV is a tenancy within an office building with shared
services, it is not possible to report on individual tenants’
water use. Casselden has a NABERS 3.5-star Water
certification and provides onsite sewage water recovery
for re-use in toilets, and high-efficiency water fixtures
and fittings.

80,000

12

60,000

9

40,000

6

20,000

3

0

0
2015-16

TRANSPORTATION

Victoria’s Social Procurement Framework (SPF) enables
HPV to increase the value of procured goods and services
by pursuing defined social and sustainable outcomes.
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This includes evaluating supplier environmental
management practices during tenders and the ability to
preference more environmentally sustainable goods or
services where these provide value for money.

For 2019-20, HPV reports the following aggregated
environmental data:

200000

2018-19

HPV continues to focus on improving the implementation
of sustainable procurement objectives in line with our
strategic goal to increase best-value healthcare outcomes.

As at 30 June 2020, HPV has a fleet comprising nine
vehicles, including six used for customer engagement
activity, for which it monitors fuel card usage and
odometer readings. Fleet cars have not been in use
since March 2020 due to the COVID-19 pandemic.

400000

2017-18

SUSTAINABLE PROCUREMENT AT HPV

HPV has web-based video conferencing capability to
facilitate remote access to meetings, particularly for
regional stakeholders.

250000

2016-17

Greenhouse gas emissions tonnes CO2-e
Distance travelled
Greenhouse gas emissions intensity: average tonnes CO2-e per 1,000 km

HPV’s office location is readily accessible by public
transport. The Casselden building provides excellent
end-of-trip facilities to support employee commuter
cycling, including secure undercover bicycle storage.

500000

Tonnes CO2-e

2019-20 HPV business flights
Distance travelled (km)

WATER CONSUMPTION

Under the SPF, HPV’s strategic priorities sought to
achieve four key outcomes in 2019-20 through our
procurement activity:
• women’s equality and safety
• supporting safe and fair workplaces
• environmentally sustainable business practices
• environmentally sustainable outputs.
Despite the suspension of a number of procurement
activities due to the COVID-19 pandemic, social
considerations to pursue SPF outcomes to promote
women’s equality and safety have been incorporated
in two procurement activities.
Learnings from these HPV procurement activities have
also been shared with the Department of Premier and
Cabinet to inform gender ethical procurement reform
initiatives.
HPV has undertaken direct social procurement by
purchasing from Girraway Ganyi Consultancy Pty Ltd,
an Aboriginal-owned Victorian consultancy which
provided mental health training for all HPV employees,
and STREAT, a certified social enterprise working
to create vocational training opportunities for
disadvantaged young Victorians aged 16-24 at risk of
being long-term unemployed, homeless, socially isolated
or diagnosed with a mental illness.
HPV’s indirect approach to social procurement has been
to require mainstream tenderers to pursue social and
sustainable outcomes in accordance with the SPF.
2019-20 Annual Report
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Despite a number of procurement activities being
suspended due to COVID-19, new social procurement
considerations were successfully incorporated into
three procurement activities, including Sterilisation
Consumables, Staples and Sutures, and HPV’s Catering
Supplies contract extension.
To support the health sector, HPV rolled out a
comprehensive program of training and education to
strengthen the capability of procurement managers from
83 health services in applying SPF requirements to their
individual procurement activities, including:
• Delivering six metropolitan and 20 regional workshops
on strategic and operational requirements.
• Rolling out five SPF learning modules through HPV’s
e-Learning system to assist health services in
understanding their strategic and operational
requirements.
• Developing a suite of SPF resources comprising fact
sheets, website content and presentations.
HPV developed a strategy template to assist 80 health
services in submitting their social procurement strategies
in a timely manner. This template was supported by a
stand-alone social procurement implementation toolkit,
which was shared with health services and incorporated
into Hume region documentation.
Health services have benefited from a direct social
procurement benefits reporting dashboard to help them
understand their direct social procurement spend on
HPV supplier panels, and an online Qliksense report to
assist in extracting procurement spend data for SPF
benefits reporting.
Jaggaer, HPV’s procurement system, has also been
updated to enable effective and efficient handling of
supplier/project information for use in SPF benefits
measurement and benefits reporting.
Notable sustainability outputs assisted by HPV during
2019-20 have included the collective procurement of
contracts to deliver 45 solar photovoltaic systems for
32 regional health services across the Grampians,
Hume and Loddon Mallee regions.
With a total nominal capacity of over 4.2 MW, these
installations will reduce greenhouse gas emissions by
a projected 5,000 tonnes CO2-e per annum through
reduced demand for purchased electricity.
These capability-building activities have been informed
through collaborative partnerships with the Department of
Treasury and Finance, Department of Jobs, Precincts
and Regions, Workplace Gender Equality Agency and
Department of Transport.
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MODERN SLAVERY
Twenty-five Victorian public health services meet the
criteria of a ‘reporting entity’ under the Commonwealth
Modern Slavery Act 2018 for the 2019-20 reporting
period. These health services are required to prepare
and submit an annual Modern Slavery Statement to the
Australian Government.
During 2019-20, HPV championed and supported
these health services with their reporting requirement,
including by:
• Providing leadership and guidance on reducing
modern slavery risk in health service supply chains,
in line with HPV’s advisory and consultancy function
under the Health Services Act 1988.
• Assessing and addressing modern slavery risk in
health service supply chains, with a view to assisting
mandated health services in preparing their annual
Modern Slavery Statement.
HPV laid the strategic foundation for its governance
framework in 2019-20. HPV upholds the Australian
Government’s position on modern slavery, which states
there is no place for modern slavery in the Australian
community or in the global supply chains of Australian
goods and services. HPV adopts a risk-based approach
to combating modern slavery in health service supply
chains.
Other key achievements include:
• Commencing broad health service engagement on
modern slavery.
• Publishing HPV’s organisational position on modern
slavery on our website.
• Appointing a third-party data platform provider.
This resource will support HPV due diligence,
supplier engagement and risk assessment processes
and is an important asset for addressing several of
the mandatory criteria.
• Appointing an external consultancy to support the
development of a health service toolkit, in order to
promote a consistent sector approach for modern
slavery – including HPV. The toolkit will support
health services’ independent risk analysis processes
and complement HPV’s third-party data platform.
HPV recognises its significant role in health service
supply chains and the benefit of its actions for the
broader sector.

DISCLOSURE OF CONSULTANCIES
CONSULTANCIES GREATER THAN $10,000 IN VALUE DURING 2019-20
CONSULTANT

PURPOSE OF CONSULTANCY

Deloitte
Consulting

HPV is implementing a Common
Catalogue to improve the integrity
and availability of information used
to drive supply chain decisions.
HPV engaged Deloitte Consulting
to validate business requirements,
map a business process,
undertake gap analysis, develop a
solution design and the functional
and technical specifications to
support implementation. This
project extended to ensuring
integration with the iProcurement
module and providing product
images.

START
DATE

END DATE

August
2019

October
2019

TOTAL
APPROVED
PROJECT FEE
(EX GST)

EXPENDITURE
2019-20
(EX GST)

FUTURE
EXPENDITURE

$118,450

$118,450

$0

In 2019-20, HPV did not engage with consultants where the total fees payable to the consultant were less than
$10,000 (exclusive of GST).

INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY (ICT)
EXPENDITURE
Consistent with FRD 22H (Section 6.18) the report of operations presents disclosure relating to information and
communication technology (ICT) expenditure.
ICT expenditure represents an entity’s costs in providing business-enabling ICT services and consists of the following
cost elements:
• Operating and capital expenditure (including depreciation)
• ICT services (both internally and externally sourced)
• Cost in providing ICT services (including personnel and facilities) across the agency, whether funded through a
central ICT budget or through other budgets
• Cost in providing ICT services to other organisations.
The total ICT expenditure incurred during 2019-20 is $5.82 million (excluding GST), with details shown below.
BUSINESS AS USUAL (BAU)
ICT EXPENDITURE

NON-BUSINESS AS USUAL (NON-BAU)
ICT EXPENDITURE

Total (excluding GST)

Total = operational
expenditure and capital
expenditure
(excluding GST)

Operational expenditure
(excluding GST) (a)

Total capital expenditure
(excluding GST) (b)

$4.96 million

$0.86 million

$0.33 million

$0.53 million

Note:
(a) Business-as-usual (BAU) expenditure includes all remaining ICT expenditure other than non-BAU expenditure and typically relates to ongoing
activities to operate and maintain the current ICT capability.
(b) Non-business-as-usual (non-BAU) expenditure is a subset of ICT expenditure that relates to extending or enhancing current ICT capabilities
and are usually run as projects.
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SUMMARY OF FINANCIAL RESULTS
SUMMARY OF FINANCIAL RESULTS AND COMPARISON TO THE LAST
FOUR REPORTNG PERIODS
YEAR

2019-20
$000

2018-19
$000

2017-18
$000

2016-17
$000

2015-16
$000

Total revenue
Total expenses
Operating surplus/(deficit)*
Capital and Other economic flows**
Net surplus (deficit)
Total assets
Total liabilities
Net assets
Total equity

18,977
19,130
(153)
(488)
(641)
9,882
8,447
1,435
1,435

16,207
17,095
(888)
(699)
(1,587)
5,111
3,035
2,076
2,076

16,283
16,261
22
(629)
(607)
6,358
2,695
3,663
3,663

16,334
16,312
22
(480)
(458)
7,581
3,311
4,270
4,270

13,837
13,812
25
(356)
(331)
7,413
2,685
4,728
4,728

* The operating surplus/(deficit) is the financial result monitored in the Statement of Priorities, also referred to as the net result before capital and
specific items.
** Capital and other economic flows represent the cost of depreciation, any capital revenue for the purchase of assets or the impact of changes
in bond and inflation factors related to the long service leave liability.

SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT CHANGES IN HPV’S FINANCIAL POSITION
In 2019-20 HPV faced unprecedented challenges arising
from the COVID-19 pandemic. The crisis necessitated a
refocus of our internal resources from business-as-usual
procurement to securing critical PPE suppliers to meet
the State’s needs. Additional specialist procurement
resources were also contracted to ensure critical supplies
could be sourced in a timely manner, while mandatory
lockdown and travel restrictions affecting HPV employees
flowed onto increased leave liability balances.
In addition to the COVID-19 response, a key activity
during this period has seen HPV working closely with the
DHHS and Melbourne Health. This work has involved
the development of strategies to optimise HPV’s ability
to negotiate volume discounts that will benefit Victoria’s
public health sector and strengthen the supply chain
throughout the State.
HPV continued to support Victoria’s public health sector
by expanding the range of training programs available
on our online eLearning management system, providing
flexible training that recognises the 24-7 nature of health
service operations. In 2019-20, HPV added social
procurement and probity training modules targeting
Board and Executive audiences.
Some initiatives unfortunately have been delayed in
2019-20 as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic. While
HPV continues to make enhancements to the Common
Catalogue application, the catalogue’s expansion and
implementation stalled with health services’ reduced
capacity in the wake of the demand pressures of COVID-19.
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The Common Catalogue’s ultimate aim is to create a
single source of product and pricing information for
the sector to eliminate ‘cost leakage’ resulting from
inconsistent pricing. Its focus on increasing data
transparency to identify further procurement opportunities
to deliver savings continues, while HPV’s ICT focus is
evolving to ensure Victoria’s public health services have
increased visibility of stock levels and demand.
Internally, HPV focused on building our internal technological
capacity by rolling out a comprehensive cybersecurity
training program to improve protection of critical supplier
and health service information. The roll-out of Office 365
and web-enabled SharePoint across the organisation
has also helped increase the efficiency of our businessas-usual activity, while additional software implemented
to support HPV’s legal team has helped in managing
documentation and monitoring caseload.
HPV’s internal capability has been boosted in 2019-20
with a comprehensive program focused on improving
organisational diversity and inclusion. Specific training
has been delivered to improve our website and online
accessibility following the completion of a website audit
by an independent external provider. Reflecting HPV’s
commitment to increasing our capability in these areas,
additional training on family violence, mental health first
aid and diversity and workplace respect has also been
rolled out to HPV employees.
HPV’s performance against our Statement of Priorities
and strategic objectives has been reported earlier in this
annual report.

DISCLOSURE INDEX
The annual report of Health Purchasing Victoria is prepared in accordance with all relevant Victorian legislation.
This index has been prepared to facilitate identification of DHHS compliance with statutory disclosure requirements.
LEGISLATION

REQUIREMENT

Ministerial Directions
Report of Operations
Charter and purpose
FRD 22H
Manner of establishment and the relevant Ministers
FRD 22H
Purpose, functions, powers and duties
FRD 22H
Nature and range of services provided
FRD 22H
Activities, programs and achievements for the reporting period
FRD 22H
Significant changes in key initiatives and expectations for the future
Management and structure
FRD 22H
Organisational structure
FRD 22H
Workforce data/employment and conduct principles
FRD 22H
Occupational health and safety
Financial information
FRD 22H
Summary of the financial results for the year
FRD 22H
Significant changes in financial position during the year
FRD 22H
Operational and budgetary objectives and performance against objectives
FRD 22H
Subsequent events
FRD 22H
Details of consultancies under $10,000
FRD 22H
Details of consultancies over $10,000
FRD 22H
Disclosure of Information and Communication Technology expenditure
Legislation
FRD 22H
Application and operation of Freedom of Information Act 1982
FRD 22H
Compliance with building and maintenance provisions of Building Act 1993
FRD 22H
Application and operation of Protected Disclosure Act 2012
FRD 22H
Statement on National Competition Policy
FRD 22H
Application and operation of Carers’ Recognition Act 2012
FRD 22H
Summary of the entity’s environmental performance
FRD 22H
Additional information available on request
Other relevant reporting directives
FRD 25C
Local Jobs First Act 2003 disclosures
SD 5.1.4
Financial Management Compliance attestation
SD 5.2.3
Declaration in report of operations
Attestations
Attestation on Data Integrity
Attestation on managing Conflicts of Interest
Attestation on Integrity, fraud and corruption
Other reporting requirements
Reporting of outcomes from Statement of Priorities 2019-20
Occupational Violence reporting
Reporting of compliance to Health Purchasing Victoria policy
Reporting obligations under the Safe Patient Care Act 2015
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FINANCIAL STATEMENTS AND
ACCOMPANYING NOTES
DECLARATION IN THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
We certify that the attached financial report for Health Purchasing Victoria has been prepared in accordance
with Direction 5.2 of the Standing Directions of the Minister for Finance under the Financial Management Act 1994,
applicable Financial Reporting Directions, Australian Accounting Standards including interpretations, and other
mandatory professional reporting requirements.
We further state that, in our opinion, the information set out in the comprehensive operating statement, balance
sheet, statement of changes in equity, cash flow statement and accompanying notes, presents fairly the financial
transactions during the year ended 30 June 2020 and financial position of Health Purchasing Victoria at 30 June 2020.
At the time of signing, we are not aware of any circumstance which would render any particulars included in the
financial statements to be misleading or inaccurate.
We authorise the attached financial statements for issue on 20 August 2020.

Mr Lance Wallace
Board Chair
Health Purchasing Victoria

Ms Elaine Ko
Chief Executive Officer
Health Purchasing Victoria

Mr John Delinaoum
Chief Financial and Accounting Officer
Health Purchasing Victoria

20 August 2020

20 August 2020

20 August 2020
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COMPREHENSIVE OPERATING
STATEMENT
FOR THE FINANCIAL YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2020
Note

2020
$

2019
$

Operating Activities

2.1

18,919,490

16,111,585

Non-operating Activities

2.1

57,607

96,246

18,977,097

16,207,831

Income from Transactions

Total Income from Transactions

Expenses from Transactions
Employee Expenses

3.1

(12,528,208)

(10,393,715)

Non Salary Labour Costs

3.1

(2,801,812)

(2,578,966)

Other Operating Expenses

3.1

(3,799,748)

(4,122,998)

Depreciation and Amortisation

4.4

(469,524)

(632,620)

(19,599,292)

(17,728,299)

(622,195)

(1,520,468)

(18,910)

(66,958)

(18,910)

(66,958)

(641,105)

(1,587,426)

-

-

(641,105)

(1,587,426)

Total Expenses from Transactions

Net Result from Transactions - Net Operating Balance

Other Economic Flows included in Net Result
Revaluation of Long Service Leave
Total Other Economic Flows Included in Net Result

NET RESULT FOR THE YEAR

Other Comprehensive Income

COMPREHENSIVE RESULT FOR THE YEAR
This Statement should be read in conjunction with the accompanying notes.
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BALANCE SHEET
AS AT 30 JUNE 2020

Note

2020
$

2019
$

Cash and Cash Equivalents

6.2

7,976,951

3,537,988

Receivables

5.1

209,956

104,999

675,869

476,917

8,862,776

4,119,904

Current Assets

Prepayments
Total Current Assets
Non-Current Assets
Property, Plant & Equipment

4.2

448,642

260,646

Intangible Assets

4.3

570,615

730,239

Total Non-Current Assets

1,019,257

990,885

TOTAL ASSETS

9,882,033

5,110,789

Current Liabilities
Payables

5.2

5,399,416

1,042,390

Borrowings

6.1

82,311

-

Provisions

3.2

2,088,776

1,483,120

7,570,503

2,525,510

Total Current Liabilities
Non-Current Liabilities
Borrowings

6.1

164,297

-

Provisions

3.2

712,657

509,597

876,954

509,597

TOTAL LIABILITIES

8,447,457

3,035,107

NET ASSETS

1,434,576

2,075,682

31,570

31,570

Accumulated Surplus

1,403,006

2,044,112

TOTAL EQUITY

1,434,576

2,075,682

Total Non-Current Liabilities

EQUITY
Contributed Capital

Commitments for Expenditure
This Statement should be read in conjunction with the accompanying notes.
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6.3

STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN EQUITY
FOR THE FINANCIAL YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2020

Contributed
Capital

Balance at 30 June 2018
Net result for the year
Balance at 30 June 2019
Net result for the year
Balance at 30 June 2020

Total

$

Accumulated
Surplus/
(Deficit)
$

31,570

3,631,537

3,663,107

-

(1,587,426)

(1,587,426)

31,570

2,044,111

2,075,681

-

(641,105)

(641,105)

31,570

1,403,006

1,434,576

$

This Statement should be read in conjunction with the accompanying notes.
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CASH FLOW STATEMENT
FOR THE FINANCIAL YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2020

Note

2020
$

2019
$

22,313,238

15,033,700

57,578

145,550

267,672

409,155

29

55,453

Total Receipts

22,638,517

15,643,858

Employee Expenses Paid

(14,780,637)

(12,549,487)

(3,097,566)

(3,621,402)

(70,064)

-

(17,948,267)

(16,170,889)

4,690,250

(527,031)

Purchase of Property, Plant and Equipment

(123,135)

(99,970)

Purchase of Intangible assets

(128,152)

(49,822)

-

3,000,000

(251,287)

2,850,208

4,438,963

2,323,177

3,537,988

1,214,811

7,976,951

3,537,988

CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES
Operating Grants from Government
Interest Received
GST Received from ATO
Other Receipts

Payments for Supplies
Cash Outflow for leases
Total Payments

NET CASH FLOWS FROM/(USED IN) OPERATING ACTIVITIES

8.1

CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES

Proceeds from Disposal of Investments
NET CASH FLOWS FROM/(USED IN) INVESTING ACTIVITIES

NET INCREASE IN CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS HELD
Cash and Cash Equivalents at Beginning of Financial Year
CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS AT END OF FINANCIAL YEAR
This Statement should be read in conjunction with the accompanying notes.
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6.2

NOTES TO AND FORMING PART OF
THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
NOTE 1: SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES
These annual financial statements represent the audited general purpose financial statements for Health Purchasing
Victoria for the financial year ended 30 June 2020.
Health Purchasing Victoria (HPV) is an independent statutory authority established on 1 July 2001 to implement
centralised procurement arrangements on behalf of health services. The Health Services Act 1988 establishes HPV
as a separate entity and outlines the functions, powers and membership criteria of HPV. The purpose of this report
is to provide users with information about HPV’s stewardship of resources entrusted to it.

(A) STATEMENT OF COMPLIANCE
These financial statements are general purpose financial statements which have been prepared in accordance
with the Financial Management Act 1994 and applicable Australian Accounting Standards (AASBs), which include
interpretations issued by the Australian Accounting Standards Board (AASB). They are presented in a manner
consistent with the requirements of AASB 101 Presentation of Financial Statements.
The financial statements also comply with relevant Financial Reporting Directions (FRDs) issued by the Department of
Treasury and Finance, and relevant Standing Directions (SDs) authorised by the Assistant Treasurer.
HPV is a not-for profit entity and therefore applies the additional AUS paragraphs applicable to “not-for-profit” entities
under AASBs.
The annual financial statements were authorised for issue by the Board of Health Purchasing Victoria on
20th August 2020.

(B) REPORTING ENTITY
The financial statements include all the controlled activities of HPV.
Its principal address is:
Health Purchasing Victoria
Level 34, Casselden
2 Lonsdale Street
Melbourne Vic 3000
A description of the nature of HPV’s operations and its principal activities is included in the report of operations, which
does not form part of these financial statements.

Objectives and funding
HPV is predominantly funded by cash based grant funding for the provision of outputs.
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NOTES TO AND FORMING PART OF
THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

NOTE 1: SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (CONTINUED)
(C) BASIS OF ACCOUNTING PREPARATION AND MEASUREMENT
Accounting policies are selected and applied in a manner which ensures that the resulting financial information
satisfies the concepts of relevance and reliability, thereby ensuring that the substance of the underlying transactions or
other events is reported.
The accounting policies set in the notes have been applied in preparing the financial statements for the year ended
30 June 2020, and the comparative information presented in these financial statements for the year ended
30 June 2019. Where necessary, comparatives have been reclassified and repositioned for consistency with current
year disclosures.
The financial statements are prepared on a going concern basis.
These financial statements are presented in whole Australian dollars, the functional and presentation currency of HPV.
The financial statements, except for cash flow information, have been prepared using the accrual basis of accounting.
Under the accrual basis, items are recognised as assets, liabilities, equity, income or expenses when they satisfy the
definitions and recognition criteria for those items, that is, they are recognised in the reporting period to which they
relate, regardless of when cash is received or paid.
Judgements, estimates and assumptions are required to be made about the carrying values of assets and liabilities
that are not readily apparent from other sources. The estimates and underlying assumptions are reviewed on an
ongoing basis. The estimates and associated assumptions are based on professional judgements derived from
historical experience and various other factors that are believed to be reasonable under the circumstances. Actual
results may differ from these estimates.
Revisions to accounting estimates are recognised in the period in which the estimate is revised and in future periods
that are affected by the revision. Judgements and assumptions made by management in the application of AABSs
that have significant effects on the financial statements and estimates relate to:
• The fair value of land, buildings and plant and equipment (refer to Note 4.2 Property, Plant and Equipment);
• Employee benefit provisions are based on likely tenure of existing staff, patterns of leave claims, future salary
movements and future discount rates (refer to Note 3.2 Employee Benefits in the Balance Sheet).

Goods and Services Tax (GST)
Income, expenses and assets are recognised net of the amount of associated GST, unless the GST incurred is not
recoverable from the Australian Taxation Office (ATO). In this case the GST payable is recognised as part of the cost of
acquisition of the asset or as part of the expense.
Receivables and payables are stated inclusive of the amount of GST receivable or payable. The net amount of GST
recoverable from, or payable to, the ATO is included with other receivables or payables in the Balance Sheet.
Cash flows are presented on a gross basis. The GST components of cash flows arising from investing or financing
activities which are recoverable from, or payable to the ATO, are presented as operating cash flow.
Commitments and contingent assets and liabilities are presented on a gross basis.
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NOTES TO AND FORMING PART OF
THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

NOTE 1: SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (CONTINUED)
(D) EQUITY
Contributed capital
Consistent with the requirements of AASB 1004 Contributions, contributions by owners (that is, contributed capital
and its repayment) are treated as equity transactions and, therefore, do not form part of the income and expenses
of HPV.
Transfers of net assets arising from administrative restructurings are treated as distributions to or contributions by
owners. Transfers of net liabilities arising from administrative restructurings are treated as distributions to owners.
Other transfers that are in the nature of contributions or distributions or that have been designated as contributed
capital are also treated as contributed capital.

(E) COMPARATIVES
Comparative figures have not been required to be restated to align with the presentation in the current year.

NOTE 2: FUNDING DELIVERY OF OUR SERVICES
Established in 2001, HPV helps Victorian health services and hospitals deliver high quality patient care by ensuring
they have a reliable and agile supply chain. HPV partners with health services to facilitate collective agreements for
the goods and services they purchase, providing advice and education on how to get their supply chain working at
its best and ensuring Health Purchasing Policy Compliance.
To enable HPV to fulfil its objectives it receives income based on parliamentary appropriations. HPV also receives a
small amount of income from investments and the supply of services.
Structure
2.1 Income from Transactions

2.1 INCOME FROM TRANSACTIONS
Note 2.1 (a): Income from Transactions
2020
$

2019
$

17,911,831

15,186,547

13,511

13,116

994,148

911,922

Total Income from Operating Activities

18,919,490

16,111,585

Total Income from Transactions

18,919,490

16,111,585

Income from Operating Activities
Government Grants (State) – Operating
Indirect Contributions by Department of Health and Human Services
- Insurance
- Office Lease
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NOTES TO AND FORMING PART OF
THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

Note 2.1 (a): Income from Transactions (CONTINUED)
Revenue Recognition
Income is recognised in accordance with either:
a) contributions by owners, in accordance with AASB 1004;
b) income for not-for-profit entities, in accordance with AASB 1058;
c) revenue or a contract liability arising from a contract with a customer, in accordance with AASB 15;
d) a lease liability in accordance with AASB 16;
e) a financial instrument, in accordance with AASB 9; or
f) a provision, in accordance with AASB 137 Provisions, Contingent Liabilities and Contingent Assets.

Government Grants and Other Transfers of Income (other than contributions by owners)
Income from grants that are enforceable and with sufficiently specific performance obligations are accounted for under
AASB 15 as revenue from contracts with customers, with revenue recognised as these performance obligations are met.
Income from grants without any sufficiently specific performance obligations, or that are not enforceable, is
recognised when HPV has an unconditional right to receive the cash, which usually coincides with receipt of cash.
On initial recognition of the asset, HPV recognises any related contributions by owners, increases in liabilities,
decreases in assets, and revenue (‘related amounts’) in accordance with other Australian Accounting Standards.
As a result of the transitional impacts of adopting AASB 15 and AASB 1058, a portion of the grant revenue has been
deferred in deferred grant revenue liability. If the grant revenue was accounted for under the previous accounting
standard AASB 1004 in 2019-20, the total grant revenue received would have been recognised in full.

Perfomance Obligations
The types of government grants recognised under AASB 15 Revenue from Contracts with Customer includes:
Integration of Victoria’s Social Procurement Framework, HPV and DHHS Food Safety Unit Partnership and Health
Share grants.
For the Integration of Victoria’s Social Procurement Framework grant, revenue is recognised when a written guideline
and training package have been developed. These performance obligations have been selected as they align with the
terms and conditions of the funding provided. Where there is judgement around whether a performance obligation is
met, HPV exercises judgement over whether performance obligations related to the the grants are met.
For HPV and DHHS Food Safety Unit Partnership, revenue is recognised as food allergen management in Victorian
Hospitals has been developed. These performance obligations have been selected as they align with the terms and
conditions of the funding provided. Where there is judgement around whether a performance obligation is met, HPV
exercises judgement over whether performance obligations related to the grants are met.
For Health Share Funding, revenue is recognised when performance requirements for strategic medical consumables,
supply chain reform, delivery of a common state-wide supply chain are met. These performance obligations have
been selected as they align with the terms and conditions of the funding provided. Where there is judgement around
whether a performance obligation is met, HPV exercises judgement over whether performance obligations related to
the grants are met.

Indirect Contributions from the Department of Health and Human Services
The Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS) makes some payments on behalf of health services as follows:
• The Victorian Managed Insurance Authority non-medical indemnity insurance payments are recognised as revenue
following advice from the DHHS.
• Office lease rent is recognised as revenue following advice from the DHHS.
• Long Service Leave (LSL) revenue is recognised upon finalisation of movements in LSL liability in line with the
long service leave funding arrangements set out in the relevant DHHS Hospital Circular.
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NOTES TO AND FORMING PART OF
THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

2.1 (b) Other income

Interest Income
Other Income
Total other income

2020
$’000

2019
$’000

57,578

96,246

29

-

57,607

96,246

Interest Income
Interest income is recognised on a time proportionate basis that takes into account the effective yield of the financial
asset, which allocates interest over the relevant period.

Other Income
Is reflective of cost recoveries of staff on secondment or shared resources.

NOTE 3: THE COST OF DELIVERING SERVICES
This section provides an account of the expenses incurred by HPV in delivering services and outputs. In Section 2,
the funds that enable the provision of services were disclosed and in this note the cost associated with provision of
services are recorded.
Structure
3.1 Expenses from Transactions
3.2 Provisions
3.3 Superannuation

NOTE 3.1: EXPENSES FROM TRANSACTIONS
2020
$

2019
$

10,756,023

8,921,092

1,121,809

958,233

Workcover

29,041

26,309

Payroll Tax

621,335

488,081

12,528,208

10,393,715

Agency Costs

761,078

965,364

Long Service Leave Provision

362,026

200,905

1,133,453

929,312

545,255

483,385

2,801,812

2,578,966

Employee Expenses
Salaries and Wages
Superannuation

Total Employee Expenses

Non Salary Labour Costs

Annual Leave Provision
Accrued Days Off Provision
Total Non Salary Labour Costs
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NOTES TO AND FORMING PART OF
THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

NOTE 3.1: EXPENSES FROM TRANSACTIONS (CONTINUED)
2020
$

2019
$

18,823

25,229

1,473,381

1,188,883

13,511

13,116

134,662

209,026

4,975

10,223

Office Outgoings

46,197

51,923

Printing and Stationery

27,396

35,401

Subscriptions

72,075

106,503

994,148

911,922

82,939

121,411

487,914

1,006,867

Telecommunication Costs

52,632

49,784

Vehicle and Travel Costs

86,706

122,385

130,123

134,398

- VAGO

33,200

32,350

- Internal Audit

64,800

64,160

Bank Charges

2,160

936

Expenses related to short-term leases

8,100

(3,400)

Expenses related to leases of low value assets

6,352

9,164

59,654

32,717

3,799,748

4,122,998

Depreciation & Amortisation (note 4.4)

469,524

632,620

Total Capital Expenses

469,524

632,620

19,599,292

17,728,299

Other Operating Expenses
Advertising
Software Licence & Support
Insurance
Legal Fees
Probity Audit Fees

Rent
Recruitment
Consultant & Professional Fees

Staff Development & Seminars
Audit Fees

Other
Total Other Operating Expenses

Capital Expenses

Total Expenses from Transactions
Expenses are recognised as they are incurred and reported in the financial year to which they relate.
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NOTES TO AND FORMING PART OF
THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

NOTE 3.1: EXPENSES FROM TRANSACTIONS (CONTINUED)
Employee expenses
Salaries and wages expenses include:
• ordinary wages and salaries;
• annual leave;
• accrued days off;
• sick leave;
• long service leave; and
• other leave entitlements.

Other operating expenses
Other operating expenses generally represent the day-to-day running costs incurred in normal operations and includes
supplies and services costs that are recognised as an expense in the reporting period in which they are incurred.
The DHHS makes certain payments on behalf of HPV. These amounts have been brought to account as grants in
determining the operating result for the year by recording them as revenue and also recording the related expense.

Other gains/ (losses) from economic flows
Net gain/ (loss) arising from the revaluation of long service leave liability in 2020 ($18,910) and 2019 ($66,958).
Other economic flows are changes in the volume or value of assets or liabilities that do not result from transactions.
Other gains/ (losses) include:
• the revaluation of the present value of the long service leave liability due to changes in the bond rate movements,
inflation rate movements and the impact of changes in probability factors.
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NOTES TO AND FORMING PART OF
THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

NOTE 3.2: PROVISIONS
2020
$

2019
$

- Unconditional and expected to be settled within 12 months (ii)

916,323

627,211

- Unconditional and expected to be settled after 12 months

154,669

104,375

- Unconditional and expected to be settled within 12 months (ii)

122,571

94,980

- Unconditional and expected to be settled after 12 months (iii)

420,879

321,974

206,008

144,051

-

-

1,820,450

1,292,591

- Unconditional and expected to be settled within 12 months (nominal value) (ii)

182,329

126,794

- Unconditional and expected to be settled after 12 months (present value) (iii)

85,997

63,735

268,326

190,529

2,088,776

1,483,120

619,339

442,869

93,318

66,728

712,657

509,597

2,801,433

1,992,717

Current Provisions
Employee Benefits (i)
Annual Leave

(iii)

Long Service Leave

Accrued Days Off
- Unconditional and expected to be settled within 12 months (ii)
- Unconditional and expected to be settled after 12 months (iii)

Provisions related to employee benefit on-costs

Total Current Provisions

Non-Current Provisions
Conditional Long Service Leave entitlements
Provisions related to employee benefit on-costs
Total Non-Current Provisions

Total Provisions

(i) Employee benefits consist of amounts for accrued days off, annual leave and long service leave accrued by employees, not including
on-costs.
(ii) The amounts disclosed are nominal amounts.
(iii) The amounts disclosed are discounted to present values.
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NOTES TO AND FORMING PART OF
THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

NOTE 3.2: PROVISIONS (CONTINUED)
2020
$

2019
$

625,333

479,778

1,227,357

838,282

236,086

165,060

2,088,776

1,483,120

712,657

509,597

712,657

509,597

2,801,433

1,992,717

Other

Total

1,735,460

1,735,460

Additional provisions recognised

2,011,905

2,011,905

Amounts incurred during the year

(1,307,575)

(1,307,575)

Carrying amount at end of year

2,439,790

2,439,790

2020
$

2019
$

Balance at start of year

257,257

209,371

Additional provisions recognised

106,621

38,753

2,757

9,762

(4,992)

(629)

361,643

257,257

(a) Employee Benefits & Related On-Costs
Current Provisions
Unconditional Long Service Leave entitlements
Annual Leave entitlements
Accrued Days Off

Non Current Provisions
Conditional Long Service Leave entitlements

Total Employee Benefits and Related On-Costs

Carrying amount at start of year

(b) Movements in On-Costs Provision
Movement in On-Costs Provisions

Unwinding of discount and effect of changes in the discount rate
Reduction due to transfer out
Balance at end of year

Provisions
Provisions are recognised when HPV has a present obligation, the future sacrifice of economic benefits is probable,
and the amount of the provision can be measured reliably.
The amount recognised as a liability is the best estimate of the consideration required to settle the present obligation
at reporting date, taking into account the risks and uncertainties surrounding the obligation. Where a provision is
measured using the cash flows estimated to settle the present obligation, its carrying amount is the present value
of those cash flows, using a discount rate that reflects the time value of money and risks specific to the provision.
When some or all of the economic benefits required to settle a provision are expected to be received from a third party,
the receivable is recognised as an asset if it is virtually certain that recovery will be received and the amount of the
receivable can be measured reliably.
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NOTE 3.2: PROVISIONS (CONTINUED)
Employee benefits
This provision arises for benefits accruing to employees in respect of wages and salaries, annual leave and long
service leave for services rendered to the reporting date.

Annual leave and Accrued days off
Liabilities for annual leave and accrued days off are recognised in the provision for employee benefits as ‘current
liabilities’, because HPV does not have an unconditional right to defer settlement of these liabilities.
Depending on the expectation of the timing of settlement, liabilities for annual leave and accrued days off are
measured at:
• nominal value – if HPV expects to wholly settle within 12 months; or
• present value – if HPV does not expect to wholly settle within 12 months.

Long service leave (LSL)
Liability for LSL is recognised in the provision for employee benefits.
Unconditional LSL is disclosed in the notes to the financial statements as a current liability, even where HPV does not
expect to settle the liability within 12 months because it will not have the unconditional right to defer the settlement of
the entitlement should an employee take leave within 12 months. An unconditional right arises after a qualifying period.
The components of this current LSL liability are measured at:
• nominal value – if HPV expects to wholly settle within 12 months; or
• present value – if HPV does not expect to wholly settle within 12 months.
Conditional LSL is disclosed as a non-current liability because there is an unconditional right to defer the settlement
of the entitlement until the employee has completed the requisite years of service. This non-current LSL liability is
measured at present value.
Any gain or loss from the revaluation of the present value of non-current LSL liability is recognised as a transaction,
except to the extent that a gain or loss arises due to changes in bond interest rates for which it is then recognised as
an other economic flow.

Termination benefits
Termination benefits are payable when employment is terminated before the normal retirement date or when an
employee decides to accept an offer of benefits in exchange for the termination of employment.
HPV recognises termination benefits when it is demonstrably committed to either terminating the employment of
current employees according to a detailed formal plan without possibility of withdrawal or providing termination
benefits as a result of an offer made to encourage voluntary redundancy. Benefits falling due more than 12 months
after the end of the reporting period are discounted to present value.

On-costs
Provision for on-costs such as workers compensation, payroll tax and superannuation, are recognised separately
from provisions for employee benefits.
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NOTE 3.3: SUPERANNUATION

Total payments towards defined contribution plans.

2020
$

2019
$

1,121,809

958,233

HPV has an unpaid superannuation liability as at 30 June 2020 of $91,090 (2019: $118,462).
Details in relation to superannuation funds are as follows:
• HPV contributed on behalf of its employees and directors eligible for remuneration during the year ended
30 June 2020 to complying funds under the Superannuation Industry (Supervision) Act 1993.
• No loans exist between HPV and these superannuation funds.
• The total contributions paid by HPV exclude amounts paid under salary sacrifice arrangements.
• The basis for the calculation of superannuation contributions in accordance with the employer statutory
requirements specify that contributions of HPV are based on a percentage of the employee’s salary. During
the period these contributions were at the rate of 9.5% of gross salaries. Contributions made by HPV are
in accordance with employer obligations and exclude salary sacrifice arrangements to the major employee
superannuation funds and are as reported.

Defined contribution superannuation plans
In relation to defined contribution (i.e. accumulation) superannuation plans, the associated expense is simply the
employer contributions that are paid or payable in respect of employees who are members of these plans during the
reporting period. Contributions to defined contribution superannuation plans are expensed when incurred.
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NOTE 4: KEY ASSETS TO SUPPORT SERVICE DELIVERY
HPV controls infrastructure and other investments that are utilised in fulfilling its objectives and conducting
its activities. They represent the key resources that have been entrusted to HPV to be utilised for delivery of
those outputs.
Structure
4.1 Investments and Other Financial Assets
4.2 Property, Plant & Equipment
4.3 Intangible Assets
4.4 Depreciation and Amortisation

NOTE 4.1: INVESTMENTS AND OTHER FINANCIAL ASSETS
Investment Recognition
Investments are recognised and derecognised on trade date where purchase or sale of an investment is under a
contract whose terms require delivery of the investment within the timeframe established by the market concerned,
and are initially measured at fair value, net of transaction costs.
Investments are classified as loans and receivables or available-for-sale financial assets.
HPV classifies its other financial assets between current and non-current assets based on the Board’s intention at
balance date with respect to the timing of disposal of each asset. HPV assesses at each balance sheet date whether
a financial asset or group of financial assets is impaired.
HPV investments must comply with Standing Direction 3.7.2 – Treasury Management, including Central Banking System.
All financial assets, except for those measured at fair value through the Comprehensive Operating Statement are
subject to annual review for impairment.

Impairment of Financial Assets
At the end of each reporting period, HPV assesses whether there is objective evidence that a financial asset or group
of financial asset is impaired. All financial instrument assets are subject to annual review for impairment.
The amount of the allowance is the difference between the financial asset’s carrying amount and the present value of
estimated future cash flows, discounted at the effective interest rate.
In assessing impairment of statutory (non-contractual) financial assets, which are not financial instruments,
professional judgement is applied in assessing materiality using estimates, averages and other computational
methods in accordance with AASB 136 Impairment of Assets.
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NOTE 4.2: PROPERTY, PLANT & EQUIPMENT
(a) Gross carrying amount and accumulated depreciation
2020
$

2019
$

Computer Equipment at Fair Value

349,542

359,148

Less Accumulated Depreciation

(256,329)

(285,374)

93,213

73,774

141,043

138,944

(86,743)

(64,201)

54,300

74,743

-

920,414

Less Accumulated Depreciation

-

(808,285)

Total Leasehold Improvements

-

112,129

Plant and Equipment at Fair Value

941,774

-

Less Accumulated Depreciation

(886,409)

-

55,365

-

277,965

-

(32,201)

-

Total Motor Vehicles

245,764

-

Total Property Plant & Equipment

448,642

260,646

Computer Equipment

Total Computer Equipment

Furniture & Fittings
Furniture & Fittings at Fair Value
Less Accumulated Depreciation
Total Furniture & Fittings

Leasehold Improvements
Leasehold Improvements at Fair Value

Plant and Equipment

Total Plant and Equipment

Motor Vehicles
Motor Vehicles – right of use at Fair Value
Less Accumulated Depreciation
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NOTE 4.2: PROPERTY, PLANT & EQUIPMENT (CONTINUED)
(b) Reconciliations of the carrying amounts of each class of asset for the entity at the beginning and end
of the previous and current financial year is set out below.
At fair value
(level 3)
Computer
Equipment(i)
$

At fair value
(level 3)
Furniture &
Fittings(i)
$

59,232

71,522

-

240,882

-

371,636

73,135

24,532

-

2,304

-

99,971

(58,593)

(21,311)

-

(131,057)

-

(210,961)

Balance at 1 July 2019

73,774

74,743

-

112,129

-

260,646

Additions

68,320

2,099

21,360

-

277,965

369,744

Net Transfers between
classes

-

-

112,129

(112,129)

-

-

Depreciation (note 4.4)

(48,881)

(22,542)

(78,124)

-

(32,201)

(181,748)

Balance at 30 June 2020

93,213

54,300

55,365

-

245,764

448,642

Balance at 1 July 2018
Additions
Depreciation (note 4.4)

At fair value
At fair value
Right of
(level 3)
(level 3) Use – Motor
Plant and
Leasehold
Vehicles
Equipment(i) Improvements(i)
$
$
$

Total

$

Note:
(i) Plant and equipment is held at carrying value (depreciated cost). Unless there is market evidence that current replacement costs are
significantly different from the original acquisition cost, it is considered unlikely that depreciated replacement cost will be materially different
from the existing carrying value.
There were no changes in valuation techniques throughout the period to 30 June 2020.
There is a transfer between Leasehold Improvements and Plant and Equipment to reflect correct assets classifications.
For all assets measured at fair value, the current use is considered the highest and best use.

Property, plant and equipment
All non-current physical assets are measured initially at cost and subsequently revalued at fair value less accumulated
depreciation and impairment. Where an asset is acquired for no or nominal cost, the cost is its fair value at the date of
acquisition. Assets transferred as part of a merger/machinery of government are transferred at their carrying amount.
Plant, equipment and vehicles are recognised initially at cost and subsequently measured at fair value less
accumulated depreciation and impairment. Depreciated historical cost is generally a reasonable proxy for fair value
because of the short lives of the assets concerned.

Leasehold improvements
The cost of a leasehold improvement is capitalised as an asset and depreciated over the shorter of the remaining term
of the lease or the estimated useful life of the improvements.

Disposal of non-financial assets
Any gain or loss on the sale of non-financial assets is recognised in the comprehensive operating statement.
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NOTE 4.2: PROPERTY, PLANT & EQUIPMENT (CONTINUED)
Impairment of non-financial assets
Intangible assets with indefinite lives (and intangible assets not yet available for use) are tested annually for impairment
(as described below).
All other non-financial assets are also assessed annually for indications of impairment.
If there is an indication of impairment, the asset concerned is tested as to whether its carrying value exceeds its
possible recoverable amount. Where an asset’s carrying value exceeds its recoverable amount, the difference is
written off as an expense except to the extent that the write-down can be debited to an asset revaluation reserve
surplus amount applicable to that same class of asset.
If there is an indication that there has been a reversal in the estimate of an asset’s recoverable amount since the last
impairment loss was recognised, the carrying amount shall be increased to its recoverable amount. This reversal of
the impairment loss occurs only to the extent that the asset’s carrying amount does not exceed the carrying amount
that would have been determined, net of depreciation or amortisation, if no impairment loss had been recognised in
prior years.
It is deemed that, in the event of the loss or destruction of an asset, the future economic benefits arising from the use
of the asset will be replaced unless a specific decision to the contrary has been made. The recoverable amount for
most assets is measured at the higher of depreciated replacement cost and fair value less costs to sell. Recoverable
amount for assets held primarily to generate net cash inflows is measured at the higher of the present value of future
cash flows expected to be obtained from the assets and fair value less costs to sell.
(c) Description of significant unobservable inputs to Level 3 valuations:
Plant and equipment at fair value
Valuation technique

Significant unobservable inputs

Office Equipment

Depreciated replacement cost

Useful life of PPE

Computer Equipment

Depreciated replacement cost

Useful life of PPE

Furniture Fixtures & Fittings

Depreciated replacement cost

Useful life of PPE

Leasehold Improvements

Depreciated replacement cost

Useful life of PPE

Assets Under Construction

Depreciated replacement cost

Useful life of PPE

Revisions to accounting estimates are recognised in the period in which the estimate is revised and also in future
periods that are affected by the revision. Judgements and assumptions made by management in the application of
AASs that have significant effect on the financial statements and estimates relate to:
• the fair value of office equipment, computer equipment, furniture & fittings and leasehold improvements.
Consistent with AASB 13 Fair Value Measurement, HPV determines the policies and procedures for recurring
fair value measurements such as plant and equipment, financial instruments, and for non-recurring fair value
measurements such as non-financial physical assets held for sale, in accordance with the requirements of
AASB 13 and the relevant FRDs.
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NOTE 4.2: PROPERTY, PLANT & EQUIPMENT (CONTINUED)
All assets and liabilities for which fair value is measured or disclosed in the financial statements are categorised
within the fair value hierarchy, described as follows, based on the lowest level input that is significant to the fair value
measurement as a whole:
• Level 1 – Quoted (unadjusted) market prices in active markets for identical assets or liabilities;
• Level 2 – Valuation techniques for which the lowest level input that is significant to the fair value measurement is
directly or indirectly observable; and
• Level 3 – Valuation techniques for which the lowest level input that is significant to the fair value measurement is
unobservable.
For the purpose of fair value disclosures, HPV has determined classes of assets and liabilities on the basis of the
nature, characteristics and risks of the asset or liability and the level of the fair value hierarchy as explained above.
In addition, HPV determines whether transfers have occurred between levels in the hierarchy by re-assessing
categorisation (based on the lowest level input that is significant to the fair value measurement as a whole) at the
end of each reporting period.

NOTE 4.3: INTANGIBLE ASSETS
2020
$

2019
$

2,406,570

2,316,938

(1,835,955)

(1,586,699)

Total Software Costs

570,615

730,239

Total Intangible Assets

570,615

730,239

Intangible Assets
Software at Cost
Less Accumulated Amortisation
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NOTE 4.3: INTANGIBLE ASSETS (CONTINUED)
Reconciliation of the carrying amount of intangible assets at the beginning and end of the previous and
current financial year:
Software

Total

$

Assets under
Construction
$

1,073,175

28,900

1,102,075

Additions

49,823

-

49,823

Net Transfers Between Classes

28,900

(28,900)

-

-

-

-

Amortisation (note 4.4)

(421,659)

-

(421,659)

Balance at 1 July 2019

730,239

-

730,239

128,153

-

128,153

-

-

-

Amortisation (note 4.4)

(287,777)

-

(287,777)

Balance at 30 June 2020

570,615

-

570,615

Balance at 1 July 2018

Assets Expensed

Additions
Net Transfers between classes

$

Intangible assets
Intangible assets represent identifiable non-monetary assets without physical substance such as patents, trademarks,
and computer software and development costs (where applicable).
Intangible assets are initially recognised at cost. Subsequently, intangible assets with finite useful lives are carried
at cost less accumulated amortisation and accumulated impairment losses. Costs incurred subsequent to initial
acquisition are capitalised when it is expected that additional future economic benefits will flow to HPV.
Expenditure on research activities is recognised as an expense in the period in which it is incurred.
When the recognition criteria in AASB 138 Intangible Assets are met, internally generated intangible assets are
recognised and measured at cost less accumulated depreciation/amortisation and impairment.
An internally generated intangible asset arising from development (or from the development phase of an internal
project) is recognised if, and only if, all of the following are demonstrated:
• the technical feasibility of completing the intangible asset so that it will be available for use or sale;
• an intention to complete the intangible asset and use or sell it;
• the ability to use or sell the intangible asset;
• the intangible asset will generate probable future economic benefits;
• the availability of adequate technical, financial and other resources to complete the development and to use or sell
the intangible asset; and
• the ability to measure reliably the expenditure attributable to the intangible asset during its development.
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NOTE 4.4: DEPRECIATION AND AMORTISATION
2020
$

2019
$

Plant and Equipment

78,124

-

Computer Equipment

48,881

58,593

Furniture & Fittings

22,542

21,311

-

131,057

32,201

-

181,748

210,961

Intangible Assets

287,777

421,659

Total Amortisation

287,777

421,659

Total Depreciation & Amortisation

469,525

632,620

Depreciation

Leasehold Improvements
Right of use Motor Vehicles
Total Depreciation

Amortisation

Depreciation
All plant and equipment and other non-financial physical assets that have finite useful lives are depreciated.
Depreciation begins when the asset is available for use, which is when it is in the location and condition necessary for
it to be capable of operating in a manner intended by management.
Depreciation is generally calculated on a straight-line basis, at a rate that allocates the asset value, less any estimated
residual value, over its estimated useful life. Estimates of the remaining useful lives, residual value and depreciation
method for all assets are reviewed at least annually, and adjustments made where appropriate. This depreciation
charge is not funded by the Department of Health and Human Services.
Assets with a cost in excess of $1,000 are capitalised and depreciation has been provided on depreciable assets so
as to allocate their cost or valuation over their estimated useful lives.
The following table indicates the expected useful lives of non current assets on which the depreciation charges are
based.
2020

2019

Computer Hardware

2.5 years

2.5 years

Furniture & Fittings

5.3 years

5.3 years

Office Equipment

2.5 years

2.5 years

Leasehold Improvements

7 years

7 years

Plant and Equipment

7 years

7 years
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NOTE 4.4: DEPRECIATION AND AMORTISATION (CONTINUED)
Amortisation
Amortisation is allocated to intangible assets with finite useful lives on a systematic (straight-line) basis over the asset’s
useful life. Amortisation begins when the asset is available for use, that is, when it is in the location and condition
necessary for it to be capable of operating in the manner intended by management.
The amortisation period and the amortisation method for an intangible asset with a finite useful life are reviewed
at least at the end of each annual reporting period. In addition, an assessment is made at each reporting date to
determine whether there are indicators that the intangible asset concerned is impaired. If so, the asset concerned is
tested as to whether its carrying value exceeds its recoverable amount.
Any excess of the carrying amount over the recoverable amount is recognised as an impairment loss.
Intangible assets with finite useful lives are amortised over 3-5 years (2019: 3-5 years).

NOTE 5: OTHER ASSETS AND LIABILITIES
This section sets out those assets and liabilities that arose from HPV’s operations.
Structure
5.1 Receivables
5.2 Payables

NOTE 5.1: RECEIVABLES
2020
$

2019
$

-

1,407

-

1,407

209,956

103,592

209,956

103,592

209,956

104,999

CURRENT
Contractual
Other Receivables

Statutory
GST Receivable

Total Receivables
(a) Ageing analysis of receivables
Please refer to note 7.1 for the ageing analysis of receivables.
(b) Nature and extent of risk arising from receivables
Please refer to note 7.1 for the nature and extent of credit risk arising from receivables.

Receivables consist of:
• contractual receivables, which includes mainly debtors in relation to goods and services, accrued investment
income; and
• statutory receivables, which includes amounts being the net of Goods and Services Tax (“GST”) recoverable.
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NOTE 5.1: RECEIVABLES (CONTINUED)
Receivables that are contractual are classified as financial instruments and categorised as receivables. Statutory
receivables are recognised and measured similarly to contractual receivables (except for impairment), but are not
classified as financial instruments because they do not arise from a contract.
Receivables are recognised initially at fair value and subsequently measured at amortised cost, using the effective
interest method, less any accumulated impairment.

NOTE 5.2: PAYABLES
2020
$

2019
$

Trade Creditors

272,525

-

Accrued Expenses

325,219

322,241

Salaries & Wages Related Creditors

222,191

567,651

4,498,560

98,560

5,318,495

988,452

76,728

47,938

4,193

6,000

80,921

53,938

5,399,416

1,042,390

CURRENT
Contractual

Contract Liabilities – Income Received in Advance

5.2(a)

Statutory
Payroll Tax
Fringe Benefits Tax
Total Payables

Payables Recognition
Payables consist of:
• contractual payables, classified as financial instruments and measured at amortised cost. Accounts payable and
salaries and wages payable represent liabilities for goods and services provided to the HPV prior to the end of the
financial year that are unpaid; and
• statutory payables, that are recognised and measured similarly to contractual payables, but are not classified as
financial instruments and not included in the category of financial liabilities at amortised cost, because they do not
arise from contracts.
The normal credit terms for accounts payable are usually Nett 60 days.

Maturity analysis of Payables
Please refer to Note 7.1 for the ageing analysis of payables.
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Note 5.2 (a) Contract liabilities
2020
$
Opening balance brought forward from 30 June 2019 adjusted for AASB 15

98,560

Add: Payments received for performance obligations yet to be completed during the period

15,712,000

Add: Grant consideration for sufficiently specific performance obligations received during the year

6,600,000

Less: Revenue recognised in the reporting period for the completion of a performance obligation

(15,712,000)

Less: Grant revenue for sufficiently specific performance obligations works recognised consistent
with the performance obligations met during the year

(2,200,000)

Total contract liabilities

4,498,560

Represented by
Current contract liabilities

4,498,560

Non-current contract liabilities

-

Contract liabilities include considerations received in advance from the DHHS in respect of 2019-20 HealthShare
funding associated with the following:
2020
$
Strategic medical consumables ‘mega’ category approach to market
Supply chain reform governance framework

1,000,000
390,000

Delivery of a common state-wide supply chain

1,410,000

ICT systems to deliver greater visibility of state-wide stock

1,600,000
4,400,000
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NOTE 6: HOW WE FINANCE OUR OPERATIONS
This section provides information on the sources of finance utilised by HPV during its operations, along with other
information related to financing activities of the HPV.
This section includes disclosures of balances that are financial instruments (such as cash balances). Note: 7.1 provides
additional, specific financial instrument disclosures.
Structure
6.1 Borrowings
6.2 Cash and Cash Equivalents

NOTE 6.1: BORROWINGS
2020
$

2019
$

Lease liability(i)

82,311

-

Total Current Borrowings

82,311

-

Lease liability(i)

164,297

-

Total Non Current Borrowings

164,297

-

Total Borrowings

246,608

-

CURRENT

NON CURRENT

(i) Secured by the assets leased. Finance leases are effectively secured as the rights to the leased assets
revert to the lessor in the event of default.
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NOTE 6.1: BORROWINGS (CONTINUED)
Maturity analysis of borrowings
Please refer to Note 7.1 for the maturity analysis of borrowings.

Lease Liabilities
Repayments in relation to leases are payable as follows:
Minimum future lease
payments

Present value of minimum
future lease payments

2020
$

2019
$

2020
$

2019
$

88,916

-

82,311

-

170,526

-

164,297

-

-

-

-

-

259,442

-

246,608

-

(12,835)

-

-

-

246,607

-

246,608

-

82,311

-

82,311

-

Non-current borrowings – lease liability

164,297

-

164,297

-

TOTAL

246,608

-

246,608

-

Not later than one year
Later than 1 year and not later than 5 years
Later than 5 years
Minimum lease payments
Less future finance charges
TOTAL

Included in the financial statements as:
Current borrowings – lease liability

The weighted average interest rate implicit in the finance lease is 3.19%.
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NOTE 6.1: BORROWINGS (CONTINUED)
Leases
A lease is a right to use an asset for an agreed period of time in exchange for payment. All leases are recognised
on the balance sheet, with the exception of low-value leases (less than $10,000 AUD) and short-term leases of less
than 12 months.

Health Purchasing Victoria’s leasing activities
HPV has entered into leasing related to motor vehicles.
For any new contracts entered into on or after 1 July 2019, HPV considers whether a contract is, or contains a lease.
A lease is defined as ‘a contract, or part of a contract, that conveys the right to use an asset (the underlying asset)
for a period of time in exchange for consideration’. To apply this definition HPV assesses whether the contract meets
three key evaluations, which are whether:
• the contract contains an identified asset, which is either explicitly identified in the contract or implicitly specified
by being identified at the time the asset is made available to HPV and for which the supplier does not have
substantive substitution rights;
• HPV has the right to obtain substantially all of the economic benefits from use of the identified asset throughout
the period of use, considering its rights within the defined scope of the contract and HPV has the right to direct
the use of the identified asset throughout the period of use; and
• HPV has the right to take decisions in respect of ‘how and for what purpose’ the asset is used throughout the
period of use.
This policy is applied to contracts entered into, or changed, on or after 1 July 2019.

Separation of lease and non-lease components
At inception or on reassessment of a contract that contains a lease component, the lessee is required to separate
out and account separately for non-lease components within a lease contract and exclude these amounts when
determining the lease liability and right-of-use asset amount.

Recognition and measurement of leases as a lessee (under AASB 16 from 1 July 2019)
Lease Liability – initial measurement
The lease liability is initially measured at the present value of the lease payments unpaid at the commencement
date, discounted using the interest rate implicit in the lease if that rate is readily determinable or HPV incremental
borrowing rate.
Lease payments included in the measurement of the lease liability comprise the following:
• fixed payments (including in-substance fixed payments) less any lease incentive receivable;
• variable payments based on an index or rate, initially measured using the index or rate as at the
commencement date;
• amounts expected to be payable under a residual value guarantee; and
• payments arising from purchase and termination options reasonably certain to be exercised.
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NOTE 6.1: BORROWINGS (CONTINUED)
Lease Liability – subsequent measurement
Subsequent to initial measurement, the liability will be reduced for payments made and increased for interest.
It is remeasured to reflect any reassessment or modification, or if there are changes to in-substance fixed payments.
When the lease liability is remeasured, the corresponding adjustment is reflected in the right-of-use asset, or profit
and loss if the right of use asset is already reduced to zero.

Short-term leases and leases of low value assets
HPV has elected to account for short-term leases and leases of low-value assets using the practical expedients.
Instead of recognising a right of use asset and lease liability, the payments in relation to these are recognised
as an expense in profit or loss on a straight-line basis over the lease term.

Presentation of right-of-use assets and lease liabilities
HPV presents right-of-use assets as ‘property plant equipment’ unless they meet the definition of investment property,
in which case they are disclosed as ‘investment property’ in the balance sheet. Lease liabilities are presented as
‘borrowings’ in the balance sheet.

Recognition and measurement of leases (under AASB 117 until 30 June 2019)
In the comparative period, leases of property, plant and equipment were classified as either finance leases or
operating leases.
HPV determined whether an arrangement was or contained a lease based on the substance of the arrangement and
required an assessment of whether fulfilment of the arrangement is dependent on the use of the specific asset(s);
and the arrangement conveyed a right to use the asset(s).
Leases of property, plant and equipment where HPV as a lessee had substantially all of the risks and rewards of
ownership were classified as finance leases. Finance leases were initially recognised as assets and liabilities at
amounts equal to the fair value of the leased property or, if lower, the present value of the minimum lease payment,
each determined at the inception of the lease. The leased asset is accounted for as a non-financial physical asset and
depreciated over the shorter of the estimated useful life of the asset or the term of the lease. Minimum finance lease
payments were apportioned between the reduction of the outstanding lease liability and the periodic finance expense,
which is calculated using the interest rate implicit in the lease and charged directly to the consolidated comprehensive
operating statement.
Contingent rentals associated with finance leases were recognised as an expense in the period in which they were
incurred.
Assets held under other leases were classified as operating leases and were not recognised in HPV’s balance sheet.
Operating lease payments were recognised as an operating expense in the Statement of Comprehensive Income on
a straight-line basis over the lease term.
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NOTE 6.1: BORROWINGS (CONTINUED)
Operating lease payments up until 30 June 2019 (including contingent rentals) are recognised on a straight-line
basis over the lease term, except where another systematic basis is more representative of the time pattern of the
benefits derived from the use of the leased asset.
From 1 July 2019, the following lease payments are recognised on a straight-line basis:
• Short-term leases – leases with a term less than 12 months; and
• Low-value leases – leases with the underlying asset’s fair value (when new, regardless of the age of the asset
being leased) is no more than $10,000.
Variable lease payments are not included in the measurement of the lease liability (i.e. variable lease payments
that do not depend on an index or a rate, initially measured using the index or rate as at the commencement date).
These payments are recognised in the period in which the event or condition that triggers those payments occur.

Entity as lessee
Leases are recognised as assets and liabilities at amounts equal to the fair value of the lease property or, if lower,
the present value of the minimum lease payment, each determined at the inception of the lease. Minimum lease
payments are apportioned between reduction of the outstanding lease liability, and the periodic finance expense
which is calculated using the interest rate implicit in the lease, and charged directly to the Comprehensive
Operating Statement. Contingent rentals associated with leases are recognised as an expense in the period
in which they are incurred.

NOTE 6.2: CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS
2020
$

2019
$

Cash at Bank

7,976,951

3,537,988

Total Cash and Cash Equivalents

7,976,951

3,537,988

Cash and cash equivalents recognised comprise cash on hand and cash at bank, deposits at call and highly liquid
investments (with an original maturity of three months or less), which are held for the purpose of meeting short-term
cash commitments rather than for investment purposes, and which are readily convertible to known amounts of cash
with an insignificant risk of changes in value.
For the purposes of the Cash Flow Statement, cash assets includes cash on hand and in banks, and short-term
deposits which are readily convertible to cash on hand, and are subject to an insignificant risk of change in value,
net of outstanding bank overdrafts. (HPV does not maintain an overdraft facility.)
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NOTE 6.3: COMMITMENTS FOR EXPENDITURE
2020
$

2019
$

Not later than one year

-

12,994

Later than 1 year and not later than 5 years

-

-

Total Capital Expenditure Commitments

-

12,994

723,008

756,627

1,325,571

2,009,342

2,048,579

2,765,969

4,633

4,923

Later than 1 year and not later than 5 years

10,463

6,433

Total Non-cancellable Lease Commitments

15,096

11,356

2,063,675

2,790,319

(187,607)

(253,665)

1,876,068

2,536,654

Capital Expenditure Commitments

Operating Expenditure Commitments
Not later than one year
Later than 1 year and not later than 5 years
Total

Non-cancellable Short-term and Low Value Lease Commitments
Not later than one year

Total Commitments for expenditure (inclusive of GST)
Less GST recoverable from the Australian Tax Office
Total Commitments for expenditure (exclusive of GST)

Future lease payments are recognised on the balance sheet, refer to Note 6.1 Borrowings.
Commitments for future expenditure include operating and capital commitments arising from contracts. These
commitments are disclosed by way of a note at their nominal value and are inclusive of the GST payable. In addition,
where it is considered appropriate and provides additional relevant information to users, the net present value of
significant individual projects is stated. These future expenditures cease to be disclosed as commitments once the
related liabilities are recognised in the Balance Sheet.

Short-term and low-value assets
Lease payments, including any contingent rentals, are recognised as an expense on a straight-line basis over the
lease term, except where another systematic basis is more representative of the time pattern of the benefits derived
from the use of the leased asset. The leased asset is not recognised in the balance sheet.
• Lease commitments relating to HPV’s use of Level 34, 2 Lonsdale Street have not been recognised. HPV has
no contractual arrangement to support the reporting of the lease liability and commitment which is recognised
by the DHHS.
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NOTE 7: RISKS, CONTINGENCIES & VALUATION UNCERTAINTIES
HPV is exposed to risk from its activities and outside factors. It is required to make judgements and estimates
associated with recognition and measurement of items in the financial statements. This section sets out financial
instrument specific information (including exposures to financial risks), as well as those items that are contingent in
nature or require a higher level of judgement to be applied, which for HPV is related mainly to fair value determination.
Structure
7.1 Financial Instruments

NOTE 7.1: FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS
(a) Categorisation of financial instruments
Financial Assets
at Amortised Cost
$

Financial Liabilities
at Amortised Cost
$

Total

7,976,951

-

7,976,951

-

-

-

7,976,951

-

7,976,951

-

819,935

819,935

-

246,608

246,608

-

1,066,543

1,066,543

Contractual
Financial Assets
– Loans and
Receivables and
Cash
$

Contractual
Financial Liabilities
at Amortised Cost

Total

$

$

3,537,988

-

3,537,988

1,407

-

1,407

3,539,395

-

3,539,395

Payables

-

889,892

889,892

Borrowings

-

-

-

Total Contractual Financial Liabilities (i)

-

889,892

889,892

2020

$

Contractual Financial Assets
Cash and Cash Equivalents
Receivables
- Other Receivables
Total Contractual Financial Assets
Contractual Financial Liabilities
Payables
Borrowings
Total Contractual Financial Liabilities

(i)

2019
Contractual Financial Assets
Cash and Cash Equivalents
Receivables
- Other Receivables
Total Contractual Financial Assets
Contractual Financial Liabilities

(i) The carrying amount excludes statutory receivables (i.e. GST receivable and DHHS receivable) and statutory payables (i.e. Revenue in Advance
and DHHS payable).
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NOTE 7.1: FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS (CONTINUED)
From 1 July 2018, HPV applies AASB 9 and classifies all of its financial assets based on the business model for
managing the assets and the asset’s contractual terms.

Categories of financial assets under AASB 9
Financial assets at amortised cost
Financial assets are measured at amortised costs if both of the following criteria are met and the assets are not
designated as fair value through net result:
• the assets are held by HPV to collect the contractual cash flows, and
• the assets’ contractual terms give rise to cash flows that are solely payments of principal and interests.
These assets are initially recognised at fair value plus any directly attributable transaction costs and subsequently
measured at amortised cost using the effective interest method less any impairment.
HPV recognises the following assets in this category:
• cash and deposits;
• receivables (excluding statutory receivables);
• term deposits; and
• certain debt securities.
Financial liabilities at amortised cost are initially recognised on the date they are originated. They are initially
measured at fair value plus any directly attributable transaction costs. Subsequent to initial recognition, these financial
instruments are measured at amortised cost with any difference between the initial recognised amount and the
redemption value being recognised in profit and loss over the period of the interest bearing liability, using the effective
interest rate method. HPV recognises the following liabilities in this category:
• payables (excluding statutory payables); and
• borrowings (including lease liabilities).

Impairment of financial assets under AASB 9 – financial instruments
HPV has assessed the allowance for expected credit loss for the relevant financial instruments, in accordance
with AASB 9’s Expected Credit Loss approach. Subject to an AASB 9 impairment assessment, this includes Health
Purchasing Victoria’s contractual receivables, statutory receivables and investment in debt instruments.
Equity instruments are not subject to impairment under AASB 9. Other financial assets mandatorily measured or
designated at fair value through net result are not subject to impairment assessment under AASB 9. While cash and
cash equivalents are also subject to the impairment requirements of AASB 9, the identified impairment loss was
immaterial.
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NOTE 7.1: FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS (CONTINUED)
Contractual receivables at amortised cost
HPV applies AASB 9 simplified approach for all contractual receivables to measure expected credit losses using a
lifetime expected loss allowance based on the assumptions about risk of default and expected loss rates. HPV has
grouped contractual receivables on shared credit risk characteristics and days past due and selected the expected
credit loss rate based on past history, existing market conditions, as well as forward‑looking estimates at the end of
the financial year.
On this basis, HPV determines there to be no opening loss allowance on initial application date of AASB 9 or closing
loss allowance at end of the financial year.
Credit loss allowance is classified as other economic flows in the net result. Contractual receivables are written off
when there is no reasonable expectation of recovery and impairment losses are classified as a transaction expense.
Subsequent recoveries of amounts previously written off are credited against the same line item.
In prior years, a provision for doubtful debts is recognised when there is objective evidence that the debts may not be
collected and bad debts are written off when identified. A provision is made for estimated irrecoverable amounts from
the sale of goods when there is objective evidence that an individual receivable is impaired. Bad debts are considered
as written off by mutual consent.

Statutory receivables and debt investments at amortised cost [AASB 2016-8.4]
HPV’s non-contractual receivables arising from statutory requirements are not financial instruments. However, they are
nevertheless recognised and measured in accordance with AASB 9 requirements as if those receivables are financial
instruments.
HPV held term deposits with banks.
Both the statutory receivables and investments in debt instruments are considered to have low credit risk, taking
into account the counterparty’s credit rating, risk of default and capacity to meet contractual cash flow obligations
in the near term. As a result, the loss allowance recognised for these financial assets during the period was limited
to 12 months expected losses.
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NOTE 7.1: FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS (CONTINUED)
(b) Payables and Borrowings Maturity Analysis
The following table discloses the contractual maturity analysis for HPV’s financial liabilities.
For interest rates applicable to each class of liability refer to individual notes to the financial statements.
Maturity analysis of financial liabilities as at 30 June
Maturity Dates
Note

Nominal
Amount
$

Less than
1 Month
$

1-3
Months
$

3 months
– 1 Year
$

1-5 Years

$

Carrying
Amount
$

Payables

5.2

819,935

819,935

222,191

597,744

-

-

Borrowings

6.1

246,608

246,608

4,920

9,839

74,157

157,692

1,066,543 1,066,543

227,111

607,583

74,157

157,692

$

2020
Contractual Financial Liabilities

Total Contractual Financial
Liabilities

2019
Contractual Financial Liabilities
Payables

5.2

889,892

889,892

567,652

322,240

-

-

Borrowings

6.1

-

-

-

-

-

-

889,892

889,892

567,652

322,240

-

-

Total Contractual Financial
Liabilities

Ageing analysis of financial liabilities excludes statutory financial liabilities (i.e. GST payable).
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NOTE 8: OTHER DISCLOSURES
This section includes additional material disclosures required by accounting standards or otherwise, for the
understanding of this financial report.
Structure
8.1 Reconciliation of Net Result for the Year to Net Cash Inflow/(Outflow) from Operating Activities
8.2 Operating Segments
8.3 Responsible Persons Disclosures
8.4 Remuneration of Executives
8.5 Related Parties
8.6 Remuneration of Auditors
8.7 Ex-gratia Expenses
8.8 Events Occurring after the Balance Sheet Date
8.9 Economic Dependency
8.10 AASBs Issued that are not yet Effective
8.11 Glossary of Terms and Style Conventions

NOTE 8.1: RECONCILIATION OF NET RESULT FOR THE YEAR TO NET CASH INFLOW/(OUTFLOW)
FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES
2020
$

2019
$

(641,105)

(1,587,426)

469,524

632,620

(Increase)/Decrease in Current Receivables

(104,957)

71,721

(Increase)/Decrease in Prepayments

(198,952)

15,585

Increase/(Decrease) in Payables

4,357,024

(80,146)

808,716

420,614

4,690,250

(527,032)

Net Result for the Year

Non cash movements
Depreciation & Amortisation
Movements in assets and liabilities
Change in Operating Assets & Liabilities

Increase/(Decrease) in Employee Benefits
Net Cash (Outflow) From Operating Activities

NOTE 8.2: OPERATING SEGMENTS
HPV’s functions as described in Section 131 of the Health Services Act 1988 on behalf of the Victorian public health
sector and operates in one sector being procurement and supply chain support for the health sector.
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NOTE 8.3: RESPONSIBLE PERSONS DISCLOSURES
In accordance with the Ministerial Directions issued by the Assistant Treasurer under the Financial Management Act
1994, the following disclosures are made regarding responsible persons for the reporting period.
Period
Responsible Ministers
The Honourable Jenny Mikakos, Minister of Health and Human Services,
Minister for Ambulance Services

01/07/2019 – 30/06/2020

Governing Board
Mr Lance Wallace (Board Chair)

01/07/2019 – 30/06/2020

Ms Anna Burgess

01/07/2019 – 30/06/2020

Dr Robyn Mason

01/07/2019 – 30/06/2020

Mr Paul Slape

01/07/2019 – 30/06/2020

Mr Geoff Swier

01/07/2019 – 30/06/2020

Mr Terry Welch

01/07/2019 – 30/06/2020

Mr Chris Barrett

01/07/2019 – 30/06/2020

Ms Kate O’Sullivan

01/07/2019 – 30/06/2020

Professor Richard Bittar

01/07/2019 – 30/09/2019

Ms Margaret Beattie

01/07/2019 – 30/06/2020

Ms Jane Hider

03/09/2019 – 30/06/2020

Mr Andrew Way

04/02/2020 – 30/06/2020

Accountable Officers:
Ms Elaine Ko

01/07/2019 – 30/06/2020
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NOTE 8.3: RESPONSIBLE PERSONS DISCLOSURES (CONTINUED)
Remuneration of Responsible Persons
The number of Responsible Persons are shown in their relevant income bands;
2020
No.

2019
No.

Nil

6

5

$0 – $9,999

0

1

$10,000 – $19,999

1

5

$20,000 – $29,999

5

0

$140,000 – $149,999

0

1

$150,000 – $159,999

0

1

$179,000 – $179,999

0

1

$410,000 – $419,999

1

0

13

13

545,248

437,857

Income Band

Total Numbers
Total remuneration received or due and receivable by Responsible
Persons from the reporting entity amounted to:

The comparative information for 2019 includes the Acting CEO Ms Trudy Hart for the period 01/07/2018 – 03/12/2018
with Ms Elaine Ko returning to the position of CEO for the period 04/12/2018 – 30/06/2019.
Amounts relating to the Governing Board Members and Accountable Officer are disclosed in Health Purchasing
Victoria’s financial statements.
Amounts relating to Responsible Ministers are reported within the Department of Parliamentary Services’ Financial Report.

NOTE 8.4: REMUNERATION OF EXECUTIVES
Executive Officers’ Remuneration
The number of executive officers, other than Ministers and Accountable Officers, and their total remuneration during
the reporting period are shown in the table below. Total annualised employee equivalent provides a measure of full
time equivalent executive officers over the reporting period.
Total Remuneration

Remuneration of Executive Officers

Short-term employee benefits
Post-employment benefits
Other long-term benefits
Total remuneration

(i)

Total Number of Executives
Total annualised employee equivalent (AEE)

(ii)

2020
$

2019
$

1,152,792

1,047,611

104,416

97,297

37,166

37,575

1,294,374

1,182,483

5

5

5.00

5.00

(ii) Total number of executive officers includes persons who meet the definition of Key Management Personnel (KMP) of the entity under
AASB 124 Related Party Disclosures and are also reported within the related parties note disclosure (Note 8.5).
(ii) Annualised employee equivalent is based on working 38 ordinary hours per week over the reporting period.
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NOTE 8.4: REMUNERATION OF EXECUTIVES (CONTINUED)
Remuneration comprises employee benefits in all forms of consideration paid, payable or provided in exchange for
services rendered, and is disclosed in the following categories.

Short-term Employee Benefits
Salaries and wages, annual leave or sick leave that are usually paid or payable on a regular basis, as well as nonmonetary benefits such as allowances and free or subsidised goods or services.

Post-employment Benefits
Pensions and other retirement benefits paid or payable on a discrete basis when employment has ceased.

Other Long-term Benefits
Long service leave, other long-service benefit or deferred compensation.

Termination Benefits
Termination of employment payments, such as severance packages.

Other factors
Several factors affected total remuneration payable to executives over the year. A number of resignations and
vacancies had a significant impact on total remuneration.

NOTE 8.5: RELATED PARTIES
HPV is a wholly owned and controlled entity of the State of Victoria. Related parties of HPV include:
• All key management personnel (KMP) and their close family members;
• Cabinet ministers (where applicable) and their close family members;
• All hospitals and public sector entities that are controlled and consolidated into the State of Victoria financial
statements.
All related party transactions have been entered into on an arm’s length basis.
KMPs are those people with the authority and responsibility for planning, directing and controlling the activities of the
Health Purchasing Victoria.
The Board of Directors and the Chief Executive Officer of HPV are deemed to be KMPs.
The compensation detailed below excludes the salaries and benefits the Portfolio Ministers receive. The Minister’s
remuneration and allowances is set by the Parliamentary Salaries and Superannuation Act 1968, and is reported
within the Department of Parliamentary Services’ Financial Report.
2020
$

2019
$

492,403

410,273

44,379

23,709

8,466

3,875

545,248

437,857

Compensation
Short-term employee benefits(i)
Post-employment benefits
Other long-term benefits
Total (ii)

(i) Total remuneration paid to KMPs employed as a contractor during the reporting period through accounts payable has been reported under
short-term employee benefits.
(ii) KMPs are also reported in Note 8.3 Responsible Persons Disclosures.
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NOTE 8.5: RELATED PARTIES (CONTINUED)
Significant transactions with government-related entities
HPV received funding from the DHHS of $17,911,831 (2019: $15,186,547) and indirect contributions of $1,007,659
(2019: $925,038).

Transactions with key management personnel and other related parties
Given the breadth and depth of State government activities, related parties transact with the Victorian public sector
in a manner consistent with other members of the public e.g. stamp duty and other government fees and charges.
Further employment of processes within the Victorian public sector occur on terms and conditions consistent with
the Public Administration Act 2004 and Codes of Conduct and Standards issued by the Victorian Public Sector
Commission. Procurement processes occur on terms and conditions consistent with the Victorian Government
Procurement Board requirements.
Outside of normal citizen type transactions with HPV, there were no related party transactions that involved key
management personnel, their close family members and their personal business interests. No provision has been
required, nor any expense recognised, for impairment of receivables from related parties. There were no related party
transactions with Cabinet Ministers required to be disclosed in 2020.
There were no related party transactions required to be disclosed for the HPV Board of Directors and Chief Executive
Officer in 2020.

NOTE 8.6: REMUNERATION OF AUDITORS
2020
$

2019
$

33,200

32,350

64,800

64,160

98,000

96,510

2020
$

2019
$

Compensation for economic loss

-

-

Total Ex-gratia Expenses

-

-

Victorian Auditor-General’s Office
- Audit of Financial Statements
RSM Australia Pty Ltd
- Internal Audit Services
Total Remuneration of Auditors

NOTE 8.7: EX-GRATIA EXPENSES

HPV has made the following ex-gratia expenses:

NOTE 8.8: EVENTS OCCURRING AFTER THE BALANCE SHEET DATE
Assets, liabilities, income or expenses arise from past transactions or other past events. Where the transactions result
from an agreement between HPV and other parties, the transactions are only recognised when the agreement is
irrevocable at or before the end of the reporting period.
Adjustments are made to amounts recognised in the financial statements for events which occur between the end of
the reporting period and the date when the financial statements are authorised for issue, where those events provide
information about conditions which existed at the reporting date. Note disclosure is made about events between the
end of the reporting period and the date the financial statements are authorised for issue where the events relate to
conditions which arose after the end of the reporting period and are considered to be of material interest.
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The COVID-19 pandemic has created unprecedented economic uncertainty. Actual economic events and conditions
in the future may be materially different from those estimated by HPV at the reporting date. As responses by
government continue to evolve management recognises that it is difficult to reliably estimate with any degree of
certainty the potential impact of the pandemic after the reporting date on HPV, its operations, future results and
financial position. The state of disaster in Victoria was extended on 16 August until 13 September 2020.
HPV is working with the DHHS with a view to expanding services. The current warehouse, logistics and some
purchasing services provided by Melbourne Health are being reviewed with a view to transitioning them to be under
the management of Health Purchasing Victoria.
HPV is not aware of any events occurring after reporting date that would have a material impact on the financial statements.

NOTE 8.9: ECONOMIC DEPENDENCY
HPV is dependent on the DHHS for the majority of its revenue used to operate the entity. At the date of this report,
the Board of Directors has no reason to believe the Department of Health and Human Services will not continue to
support HPV.

NOTE 8.10: CHANGES IN ACCOUNTING POLICY, REVISION OF ESTIMATES AND CORRECTIONS
OF PRIOR PERIOD ERRORS
Changes in accounting policy
Leases

HPV has applied AASB 16 with a date of initial application of 1 July 2019. HPV has elected to apply AASB 16 using the
modified retrospective approach, as per the transitional provisions of AASB 16 for all leases for which it is a lessee. The
cumulative effect of initial application is recognised in retained earnings as at 1 July 2019. Accordingly, the comparative
information presented is not restated and is reported under AASB 117 and related interpretations.
Leases classified as operating leases under AASB 117

As a lessee, HPV previously classified leases as operating or finance leases based on its assessment of whether
the lease transferred significantly all of the risks and rewards incidental to ownership of the underlying asset to HPV.
Under AASB 16, HPV recognises right-of use assets and lease liabilities for all leases except where exemption is
availed in respect of short-term and low value leases.
On adoption of AASB 16, HPV recognised lease liabilities in relation to leases which had previously been classified as
operating leases under the principles of AASB 117 Leases. These liabilities were measured at the present value of the
remaining lease payments, discounted using the interest rate provided by the lessor. On transition, right-of-use assets
are measured at the amount equal to the lease liability, adjusted by the amount of any prepaid or accrued lease
payments relating to that lease recognised in the balance sheet as at 30 June 2019.

NOTE 8.11: AASs ISSUED THAT ARE NOT YET EFFECTIVE
The following AASs become effective for reporting periods commencing after 1 January 2020:
• AASB 17 Insurance Contracts;
• AASB 2018-7 Amendments to Australian Accounting Standards – Definition of Material; and
• AASB 2020-1 Amendments to Australian Accounting Standards – Classification of Liabilities as Current or Non-Current.

Insurance Contracts
HPV has considered the impact of AASB 17 and assessed that it would not be relevant when it becomes operative.

Amendments to Australian Accounting Standards - Definition of Material
AASB 2018-7 principally amends AASB 101 Presentation of Financial Statements and AASB 108 Accounting Policies,
Changes in Accounting Estimates and Errors.
The amendments refine and clarify the definition of material in AASB 101 and its application by improving the
wording and aligning the definition across AASB Standards and other publications. The amendments also include
some supporting requirements in AASB 101 in the definition to give it more prominence and clarify the explanation
accompanying the definition of material.
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NOTE 8.11: AASs ISSUED THAT ARE NOT YET EFFECTIVE (CONTINUED)
The effective date is for annual reporting periods beginning on or after 1 January 2021. HPV intends to adopt
AASB 2018-7 in the 2020-21 financial year when it becomes effective.
HPV has performed a detailed impact assessment of AASB 2018-7 and there will be no material impact in the year
of application.

Amendments to Australian Accounting Standards – Classification of Liabilities as Current
or Non-Current
AASB 2020-1 amends AASB 101 to clarify requirements for the presentation of liabilities in the statement of financial
position as current or non-current.
A liability is classified as non-current if an entity has the right at the end of the reporting period to defer settlement of
the liability for at least 12 months after the reporting period. The meaning of settlement of a liability is also clarified.
The effective date is for annual reporting periods beginning on or after 1 January 2022. However, ED 301 has been
issued with the intention to defer application to 1 January 2023. Health Purchasing Victoria intends to adopt AASB
2018-7 in the 2021-22 financial year when it becomes effective.

NOTE 8.12: GLOSSARY OF TERMS AND STYLE CONVENTIONS
Amortisation
Amortisation is the expense which results from the consumption, extraction or use over time of a non-produced
physical or intangible asset.

Comprehensive result
The net result of all items of income and expense recognised for the period. It is the aggregate of operating result and
other comprehensive income.

Commitments
Commitments include those operating, capital and other outsourcing commitments arising from non-cancellable
contractual or statutory sources.

Depreciation
Depreciation is an expense that arises from the consumption through wear or time of a produced physical or
intangible asset. This expense reduces the ‘net result for the year’.

Effective interest method
The effective interest method is used to calculate the amortised cost of a financial asset or liability and of allocating
interest income over the relevant period. The effective interest rate is the rate that exactly discounts estimated future
cash receipts through the expected life of the financial instrument, or, where appropriate, a shorter period.

Employee benefits expenses
Employee benefits expenses include all costs related to employment including wages and salaries, fringe benefits
tax, leave entitlements, redundancy payments, defined benefits superannuation plans, and defined contribution
superannuation plans.

Ex gratia expenses
Ex gratia expenses mean the voluntary payment of money or other non-monetary benefit (e.g. a write-off) that is not
made either to acquire goods, services or other benefits for the entity or to meet a legal liability, or to settle or resolve
a possible legal liability, or claim against the entity.
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Financial asset
A financial asset is any asset that is:
(a) cash;
(b) an equity instrument of another entity;
(c) a contractual or statutory right:
• to receive cash or another financial asset from another entity; or
• to exchange financial assets or financial liabilities with another entity under conditions that are potentially
favourable to the entity; or
(d) a contract that will or may be settled in the entity’s own equity instruments and is:
• a non-derivative for which the entity is or may be obliged to receive a variable number of the entity’s own equity
instruments; or
• a derivative that will or may be settled other than by the exchange of a fixed amount of cash or another financial
asset for a fixed number of the entity’s own equity instruments.

Financial instrument
A financial instrument is any contract that gives rise to a financial asset of one entity and a financial liability or equity
instrument of another entity. Financial assets or liabilities that are not contractual (such as statutory receivables or
payables that arise as a result of statutory requirements imposed by governments) are not financial instruments.

Financial liability
A financial liability is any liability that is:
(a) a contractual obligation:
• to deliver cash or another financial asset to another entity; or
• to exchange financial assets or financial liabilities with another entity under conditions that are potentially
unfavourable to the entity; or
(b) a contract that will or may be settled in the entity’s own equity instruments and is:
• a non-derivative for which the entity is or may be obliged to deliver a variable number of the entity’s own equity
instruments; or
• a derivative that will or may be settled other than by the exchange of a fixed amount of cash or another financial
asset for a fixed number of the entity’s own equity instruments. For this purpose, the entity’s own equity
instruments do not include instruments that are themselves contracts for the future receipt or delivery of the
entity’s own equity instruments.

Financial statements
A complete set of financial statements comprises:
(a) Balance sheet as at the end of the period;
(b) Comprehensive operating statement for the period;
(c) A statement of changes in equity for the period;
(d) Cash flow statement for the period;
(e) Notes, comprising a summary of significant accounting policies and other explanatory information;
(f) Comparative information in respect of the preceding period as specified in paragraph 38 of AASB 101 Presentation
of Financial Statements; and
(g) A statement of financial position at the beginning of the preceding period when an entity applies an accounting
policy retrospectively or makes a retrospective restatement of items in its financial statements, or when it
reclassifies items in its financial statements in accordance with paragraphs 41 of AASB 101.

Grants and other transfers
Transactions in which one unit provides goods, services, assets (or extinguishes a liability) or labour to another unit
without receiving approximately equal value in return. Grants can either be operating or capital in nature.
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While grants to governments may result in the provision of some goods or services to the transferor, they do not give
the transferor a claim to receive directly benefits of approximately equal value. For this reason, grants are referred to
by the AASB as involuntary transfers and are termed non-reciprocal transfers. Receipt and sacrifice of approximately
equal value may occur, but only by coincidence. For example, governments are not obliged to provide commensurate
benefits, in the form of goods or services, to particular taxpayers in return for their taxes. Grants can be paid as
general purpose grants which refer to grants that are not subject to conditions regarding their use. Alternatively, they
may be paid as specific purpose grants which are paid for a particular purpose and/or have conditions attached
regarding their use.

General government sector
The general government sector comprises all government departments, offices and other bodies engaged in
providing services free of charge or at prices significantly below their cost of production. General government
services include those which are mainly non-market in nature, those which are largely for collective consumption by
the community and those which involve the transfer or redistribution of income. These services are financed mainly
through taxes, or other compulsory levies and user charges.

Intangible produced assets
Refer to produced assets in this glossary.

Intangible non-produced assets
Refer to non-produced assets in this glossary.

Interest expense
Costs incurred in connection with the borrowing of funds includes interest on bank overdrafts and short-term and
long-term liabilities, amortisation of discounts or premiums relating to liabilities, interest component of finance leases
repayments, and the increase in financial liabilities and non-employee provisions due to the unwinding of discounts to
reflect the passage of time.

Interest income
Interest income includes unwinding over time of discounts on financial assets and interest received on bank term
deposits and other investments.

Investment properties
Investment properties represent properties held to earn rentals or for capital appreciation or both. Investment
properties exclude properties held to meet service delivery objectives of the State of Victoria.

Joint arrangements
A joint arrangement is an arrangement of which two or more parties have joint control. A joint arrangement has the
following characteristics:
• The parties are bound by a contractual arrangement.
• The contractual arrangement gives two or more of those parties joint control of the arrangement.
A joint arrangement is either a joint operation or a joint venture.

Liabilities
Liabilities refers to interest-bearing liabilities mainly raised from public liabilities raised through the Treasury Corporation
of Victoria, finance leases and other interest-bearing arrangements. Liabilities also include non-interest-bearing
advances from government that are acquired for policy purposes.

Net acquisition of non-financial assets (from transactions)
Purchases (and other acquisitions) of non-financial assets less sales (or disposals) of non-financial assets less depreciation
plus changes in inventories and other movements in non-financial assets. It includes only those increases or decreases in
non-financial assets resulting from transactions and therefore excludes write-offs, impairment write-downs and revaluations.
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Net result
Net result is a measure of financial performance of the operations for the period. It is the net result of items of
income, gains and expenses (including losses) recognised for the period, excluding those that are classified as ‘other
comprehensive income’.

Net result from transactions/net operating balance
Net result from transactions or net operating balance is a key fiscal aggregate and is income from transactions minus
expenses from transactions. It is a summary measure of the ongoing sustainability of operations. It excludes gains
and losses resulting from changes in price levels and other changes in the volume of assets.

Non-financial assets
Non-financial assets are all assets that are not ‘financial assets’. It includes inventories, land, buildings, infrastructure,
road networks, land under roads, plant and equipment, investment properties, cultural and heritage assets, intangible
and biological assets.

Non-produced assets
Non-produced assets are assets needed for production that have not themselves been produced. They include land,
subsoil assets, and certain intangible assets. Non-produced intangibles are intangible assets needed for production
that have not themselves been produced. They include constructs of society such as patents.

Non-profit institution
A legal or social entity that is created for the purpose of producing or distributing goods and services but is not
permitted to be a source of income, profit or other financial gain for the units that establish, control or finance it.

Payables
Includes short and long-term trade debt and accounts payable, grants, taxes and interest payable.

Produced assets
Produced assets include buildings, plant and equipment, inventories, cultivated assets and certain intangible assets.
Intangible produced assets may include computer software, motion picture films, and research and development
costs (which do not include the start-up costs associated with capital projects).

Receivables
Includes amounts owing from government through appropriation receivable, short and long-term trade credit and
accounts receivable, accrued investment income, grants, taxes and interest receivable.

Sales of goods and services
Refers to income from the direct provision of goods and services and includes fees and charges for services rendered, sales
of goods and services, fees from regulatory services and work done as an agent for private enterprises. It also includes
rental income under operating leases and on produced assets such as buildings and entertainment, but excludes rent
income from the use of non-produced assets such as land. User charges includes sale of goods and services income.

Supplies and services
Supplies and services generally represent cost of goods sold and the day-to-day running costs, including
maintenance costs, incurred in the normal operations of the Department.

Style conventions
Figures in the tables and in the text have been rounded. Discrepancies in tables between totals and sums of
components reflect rounding. Percentage variations in all tables are based on the underlying unrounded amounts.
The notation used in the tables is as follows:
zero, or rounded to zero
(xxx) negative numbers
201x year period
201x-1x year period
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